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But the further fact and the most imone connected with the silage
subject, is that this spoiling or rotting
does not penetrate auy considerable
depth into the silo, and all the great
mass of corn below it keeps sweet and
wholesome, iu a condition that is greatly
relished by the cows and without auy
doubt thoroughly salutary and favorable
to health, as well as tending to promote
large milk production, as we all know it
is.
It is not likely that cows would eat
and relish silage if it was a rotten product, for they are a more or less fastidious
set of animale.
The whole object of packing corn or
otber crop products in the silo ie to preAs au eviserve it and not to spoil it.
dence of the preserving possibilities of
the silo, we cali to mind a story told by
one of the members of the faculty of the
College of Agriculture of the Uuiversity
Ue
of Maine at a recent dairy meeting.
had just previously visited a farm where
summer feeding of silage bad been practiced to a moderate extent, and there he
had been shown a sample of some of the
silage, the condition of which indicated
that silage could be kept through hot
weather. The Professor said that he
tested the quality and condition of the
corn by eating a portion of a small ear
which be found mixed with the stalks:
He found the kernels sound aud wholesome as on the day they were put into
the silo, with just enough of acidity to
give it an appetizing flavor. This is
the condition that eilage should be

portant

in.

FOR

κ

It is perhaps not unnatural that this
false idea of the quality of silage should
obtain in the mind of a person who did
not make a careful examination or investigation into the character of the
product, because of the fact that a layer
other crop
ou the top of the corn or
packed into the silo cann >t be kept from
with
the atmos'Spoiling by its contact

just

A Reliable Remedy

at 7 P. m.

Now is a good tiiue for those farmers
who have not silos to begin to think
about setting up oue. If oue is to use a
silo ut st year, the plans must uecessarily be made some time ahead, fur there is
not only the silo to be purchased and
set up, but ^he place must be prepared,
foundations built, arrangements made
for raisme the crop with which the silo
is to be filled, and also for the filling,
emptying, feeding to the cattle, and the
general convenient handling of the
product. All of this will naturally take
considerable time to figure oat, and if
one is going to attempt anything he
wants to be sure of his ground and to
know where he is at.
The experiments of a great many faim·
sort
ers have demonstrated beyond auy
of iloubt that the use of silage for dairy
more
feed increases the milk production
than any other thing aud cheaper, aud
ail things considered there does not
seem to be auy arguiueut against the use
In many parts of Maine where
of a silo
it is d.tikult to thoroughly mature field
the «Ίο
corn ou account of early frost·»,
is an espicially valuable adjunct to the
of the farm.—Maine Farmer.
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Agricultural

tion

is

wide,

world

advocates fewer war-

schools

model

or

more

farm*

"If I could have my way, I should
build a couple of warnbips a year lest
than we are now building. Perhaps one
would do. I would take that five mil·
1ι· η or six million dollars a year and start
at
least
thousand
one
agricultural
schools in the United States at five
thousand dollars a year each, in the
shape of moiel farms. This model
farm would be simply a tract of laod
conforming in size, soil treatment, crop
«election and rotation, and methods of
cultivation to modern agricultural methods. Its purpose would be to furnish to
all its neighborhood a working model
for common iustructioo. Cultivating,
perhaps, from forty ο sixty acres, it
could exhibit on that area the advantage»
of a thorough tillage which the small
farm make* possible; of seed specially
chosen and tested by experiment at agricultural college farm»; of proper fertilization, stock raising, alternation of
crops and the whole scientific and improved system of cultivation, seeding,
harvesting and marketing.
"The farmers of a county could see,
must see, as they passed its borders,
hew their daily labors might bring to
them increased and improved results.
The example could not fall to imprest*
itself upon au industry becoming each
year more consoious of its defects and
needs. As fast as it was followed, it
would improve farm conditions, make
this a form of enterprise more attractive
to the young and the intelligent, and add
enormously to the volume of farm products which constitute our enduring
national wealth.
"The experiment would cost but a
fraction of the amount sometimes given
freely for more questionable purposes.
It would require a small amount of land,
all told, to place a model farm in every
agiicultural county in the United States.
There should be a trained man to each
farm of, say, eighty acres; and » general
superintendent, au able and tfficient
agriculturist, to manage three or four
counties and to visit the different farms.
"All such farms in a state might be
put under the general supervision of the
agricultural college in that state, as a
part of its experimental work. Results
reached by this arrangement would have
the conclusiveness of a demonstration in
science. Every crop that could be or
ought to be raised should be experimented with, not at some distant spot
seldom visited, but right at home on the
farm. I would bring the model farm
into every agricultural county; and if
any farmer was in doubt, he could visit
it, see with his own eyes, and find out
what he ought to have done and what
he could do next time. It would do for
the farming population what the technical school does for the intending
artisan, and the schools of special train·
ing for those who enter the professions.
Side by side with the common school it
would work for intelligence, for progress, for the welfare of the country in a
moral as well as a material aspect."

to

the stock

are

large,

industry

are

rapid

an

older age.

This

gives

more

growth

of feed than is the
case with animals of other breeds at an
early age. It Is now well known that a
large number of beef animals are slaughtered before reaching three years of age.
Ueavy weights therefore at one and two
stock.
years give special value to
This same characteristic of early maturity holds good with veal calves of this
breed. There is no breed tha^ will give
heavier weights at a vealiag age than
will the Holsteins. When therefore all
these characteristics are taken into consideration they give a marked value to
this breed of stock.—Z. A. Gilbert in
on a

given
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hour to hour his
heart seemed to grow colder und smaller and harder, till it uow rested in his
breast with the heaviness of a stone,
out of which life and the care of living
had beeu squeezed. He rarely spoke,
leaving the burden of the conversation
to rest upou his uncle's tongue.
"So your royal highuess will understand.'* said llerbeek, "that It was the
simplest move I could make and the
safest.
Were it known or had it beeu
known this morning that the king of
Jugcndheit and the prince regent had
was

pale.

From

entered Preiberg lu disguise uud bad
been lodged in the Steinschloss there
would have been a serious riot in the
city. So I had you arrested us spies.
Presently a closed carriage will convey
you to the frontier and the unfortunate incident will be ended. And when
you cross the frontier it would be wise
to disperse the troops waiting there
for

you."

!'rince Ludwig smiled. "It was only
The duke had
an army of defense.
nearly U0.000 men at the maneuvers. I
have no desire for war; but. on the
other hand. I am always ready for it."
"There will never be any war between us." prophetically. "The duke
grows impatient at times, but 1 can always rouse his sense of justice. You
will, of course, pardon the move I
There will be no publicity.
made.
There will be no uewspaper notoriety,
for the jourualists will know nothing

If time doea sot permit
make a memorandum to be

of

or de-

all tnts,

governed

by

you, my heart ached for the longing
To see you day after day,
of you?
always humble before you, always
glad to kiss the back of your band!
Have I not lived in hell, your high·
uese?" turning to the duke.
"What am I, and who am I?" whispered Hildegarde, her heart almost

ceasing

moveo

raspbt
the ol

long a
viae·.

until spring
•o

cot on

«

to

beat.

"I am your father!"
The Grand Duke of Ehrenstein beheld the chancellor with that phase of

asloulshuieut %hlch leaves the mind

What a
unclouded. What a project!
mind to conceive it, to perfect it down
to so small a detail as a jeweler's mark
In the gold of the locket! And a little
linger to betray It. in a flash he saw
vividly all this man had undergone
day by day. uufaltering, unhesitant,

forgetting nothing, remembering everything but the one insignitlcant Item

which was to overthrow him.
Prince Ludwig took off his hat. "Herbeck, you are a great politician."
"No, prince." replied Herbeck with
neffable sadness. "Had I been a great
|K)litlclau I should have succeeded. Ah.
give this to my merit; self never entered Into this dream. It was all done

for my child."
Hildegarde did not move, nor had
she moved since the revelation.
"Hildegarde," said the duke, "you
shall become my daughter, and you
shall dwell here till the end of your
days. I will try to right the wrong
that has been done to you."
"No, your highness." she replied.
"There is but one place for me, and
that Is at my father's side." And resolutely she walked to the chancellor's
left, and her band stole down and met
his firmly. "My father. I forgive you,"

she said, with quiet dlguity.
"You forgive me?" The chancellor
i-ould not believe his ears.
"Yes. father."
Then, recalling all the child hunger
in his arms and heart, he swept her
to his breast convulsively, and the un·

Prince Ludwig.
"1 thought it best to let you go withTbe meeting beout seeing the duke.
tween you two might be painful."
"That also is thoughtful of your exlelleucy." said the king. "1 have uo
desire to see or s|teak to his highness."
"There is. however, one favor 1

hould like to ask." said the prince.
"Cau I grant it?"
"Easily. 1 wish to leave α sum of
money In trust to be paid to one
Gretchen Schwarz. who Uvea In the
Krumerweg. She is ambitious to beLet nothing stand become a singer.
i

out of his shoulders.
"Ah, this little world of ours! The
mistakes aud futile schemes we make
upon it!" The chancellor dallied with
his quill |>on. "It was a cynical move
of fate that your majesty should see
the goose girl first."

Sty

"Enough!"
ly. "Let us

The three of them were

Immediately

singular noise in the
rorridor. The door swung in violently,
I'mshing against the wall and shivermirror.
ing into atoms the Venetian
The king, the prince and the chaucellor
tttraded by

a

The
were iustantly upon their feet.
king clutched the back of his chair
with a grip of Iron. Gretcheu? Her
highness? What was Gretchen doing
'îereV Ah. could he have Down!

The duke came in lirst. aud be wait>d till the others were luside. Then
he ohiit the door with lesser violence
and rushed over to the chancellor.
"Ilerlteck. you villain!"
The chancellor stared at the gypsy,

"
"QRKTCHKN ! MOBMUHKl) THK KINO.

loosed tear* dropped upon her bright
bead.
"And who am I?" said Gretchen.

"Breunner, you say this little goose
girl lu my daughter?"
"I solemnly sweur it, highness. Look
Jnto her face again carefully."
The duke did so. a hand on either
cheek. He scrutinized every contour,
the color of the eyes, the low, broad
brow, the curve of the chin. Out of
the past he conjured up the mother's
Yes. beyond any doubt there
face.
was a haunting likeness, and he bad
noted It before.
"But who will prove It to the world?"
he cried
hopelessly, still holding
Oretcheu's wondering face between
never

his bands.
"1 shall prove It." said the king.

"You? And how?"
"1 shall marry Gretchen.

make her a queen.

I shall
That will be proof

enough."
"A

fine stroke, nephew; a bold
Prince Ludwig laid his hand
the king's ehoulder with rare

stroke!"

upon
affection.
"If you accept her without further
proof I. her father, can do no less."
And the duke h-d her over to the king,

Von Arnsberg. at Urumbach.
scoundrel!"
black
"Herbeck.
you
how
•ricd the duke. "Can you realize
the
ditlicull it is not to tnkc you by
here and
throat and strangle you
DOW ?"
"He is mad!" said Herbeck, bracing
himself against the desk.
the sane
"Yes. I am mad. but it la
man.
wronged
a
of
terribly
madness
The duke
Come here, you gypsy!"
It
seized Herbeck's band and pressed
at
dowu fiercely on the desk. "Look
the band
chut and tell me if It is not
of a Judas!"
said
"That is the band, highness,"
the gypsy without hesitation.
As
The duke flung the hand aside.
in Herbe did so something snapped
brain, though at that instant
at

gravely joining their hands.

"Gretchen!" murmured the king.

"I do uot know how to act like a

princess."

"1 shall teach you."
Gretihen laid her head on his breast.
S!:c was very tired and much bewildered.
The duke paced the length of the
No one intercabinet several times.
rupted his meditation. Back and forth,
hand hanging to the opposite
one
shoulder, the other folding over his
Then

chin.

he

paused

with abrupt-

ness.

"Your majesty," said the grand
duke. "1 regret that your father is not
alive to accept my apologies for so
Arnsberg.
basely misjudging him.
nothing that 1 can do will restore these
But I offer you the
wasted years.

beck's

he was uot conscious of It.
hand
"It was you—you! It was your
is
that wrecked my life—yours! Ah,
Are such men
there such villainy?
wife dead,
bora and do they live? My
ruinmy own heart broken, Arnsberg
ed and disgraced! And these two chilVillain, what
dren, which Is mine?
have you to say? What was your pur-

that pose?"
stormy dsy and then see the
How many years, thought Herbeck,
is put in readiness for
Get had he been preparing for this moseason.
or
haying
next harveatlng
on the ma- ment? How long had he been steeling
the repairs and place them
the plows. his heart against this very scene? Fu
chines at once. Take oare of
and grease
tile dream! He drew himself together
Get them under oover. Clean
when wanted
face
the bright parte, so that
with a supreme effort. He would
"»ve
and
scour
will
next spring, they
hour as be had always planned to
this
lose in putting
at bis
time so many farmers
face it. Found out! He looked
order.
their implements Into working
tlnger. touched it with an impersonal
He had forgotten all about
win- curiosity.
Laid in your stock of dust yet for
A little finger to
such a possibility.
ol
one
Is
s
ter? Don't forget it. Neglect
have stopped the wheel of so great
hav·—almost
hens
the worst enemies
In scheme! Irony!
avoid
to
dampoesa
equal to lice. Try
"Your highness," he said, his voice
sure to bring disease.—
your houses;
Kit and strajMrcij clear, "I have been
Farm Journal.

away gently.
"Come, father; we have so llttl*
time."
And this was the sum of the duke's
i'U

portfolio."

"I am ouly a broken mau, your hlghuess—too old."
"It is my will."
"As for you." said the duke to the
this
gypsy, "go. and if you ever step
side of the frontier again you will be
shot out of hand." He stopped again
in front of G ruin bach. "I promised to
have you shot in the morning. That
holds. But a train leaves for

promise

Paris a little after midnight My advice is for yuu not to miss It"
"And my father, your highness?"
said Hlldegarde bravely.
"Ilerbeek. your estates are confiscated; your name Is struck from the
civic and military lists. Have you any

1

rcadl funds?"
little, yoqr bitflBfiflL"

\

-r-

"I ai:i very unhappy."
"And when you say that you maki
fne so too."

"Do you remember the night you
your fau?" leaning so closely
oward her that bis arm preused
tgainst hers.
"1 remember."
"You put that word then. In honor
I dared uot answer. You were a prin'ess! I was only a soldier of fortune.
But now that you are in trouble, now
that you bave need of me. I may answer. I may tell

/ropped

you

now

why.

I have
thrown ambition
and future to the
winds,
why 1
am here at your
side tonight.
Need I tell you?
not
Do you
know, and have
you not known?
Am I cruel to
8|>eak of love in
the moment of
your great afflic!
tion?
Well,
must be cruel. [
love you faithfully and loyally. now and here-

why

took Curmlcbael long tu
make up bis mind definitely. He found
his oid friend the cabman in the Plalz.
aud they drove like mad to the consulate. An hour here sufficed to close
his diplomatic --areer and seal It hermetically. The clerk, however, would
go on like Tennyson's brook, forever
and forever. Next he went to the residence of bis banker In the Konlgstrasse and got together all his available funds.
Eleven o'clock found Carmichael in
his rooms at the Grand hotel, feverishly packing his trunk and bag. Paris!
He would go also even if they passed
on to the remote ends of the world.
The train stood waiting in the gloomy
through
after,
The gtiirds patrolled the
Bahnbof.
'blS
*>! "·■«
TOO
men
cam»
WHAT
"WK
three
Presently
platform.
>·
happier oues. I
WILL
out of the station door. Two were of
ask uothing for
Wallenvon
fleers. The third. Colonel
I ask only that I
this love I offer.
stein, was in civilian dress. He wa·
may use it In your service, in good
sullen and depressed.
times or bad."
Said one of the officers: "And It i?
"Ask what you will," she wbisj»ered.
Due·
of
General
command
Ihe express
"I am happy uow!"
hen*
under
witz that you will return
THE END.
the pain of death. Is that explicit?"
"It Is." The colonel got Into his com
pnrtment ar.d slammed the door vi

ARSENIC POISONING.

riousl.v.

In the next compartment sat Grum
was smoking his faithful
Thi:
was withal content.
was far more satisfactory than stand

hach. He
pipe. He

(ng up beforo the firing line, and. besides, ho had made history In ElirenBteln that night. They would uot forget the name of Breunuer ll^ht away.
To America with a clean slate and a

reposeful

conscience—it

was

more

than he had any reasonable right to
expect. Tekla! He laughed sardonically. She was no doubt sound asleep
by this time, and the end of the chapter would never be written for her.
What fools these young men a-court
lug were! War and famine and pestilence—did these not always follow ai

the heels of women V
As the station muster's bell rang the
door opened and u man jumped in. He
tossed his bag into the corner and
plumped dowu in the seat.

"Captain!"

"You, HauH?"
"Yes. Where are you going?"
"I am weary of Drelberg, so I am
taking a little vacation."
"For how long?" suspiciously.
"Oh, for ever so long!" evasively.
He was
Hans said nothing more.
full of wisdom. He had an Idea. The
fleeing chancellor and his daughter
were on the train, and he was certain
that his friend Carmichael knew It.
By the aid of certain small briberies
ou the tralu and in Paris Carmichael
gathered bit by bit that the destination of the woman he loved was Amer-

appearance of Gretchen on the steps
of the palace and the great shouting
of the people as they acclaimed her the
cjueen of Jugendhelt.
The second day out Carniichael's
(irst opportunity came. He discovered
and his daughter leaning
agaiust the rail. He watched them
uneasily, wondering how he might apwithout startling her. At last
Herbeck

proach

he keyed up his courage.
"Good morning, your highness," he
stammered, and Inwardly cursed his

stupidity.

At the sound of his voice she turned,
and there was no mistaking the gladness iu her eyes.
"Mr. Carmichael!"
"Yes. 1 was surprised to learn that
boat as
you were taking the same

myself."

How clumsy he was, she thought.
For she had known his every move
since the train drew out of Dreiberg.
"Father, here Is our friend, Herr
Carmichael."

"Carmichael?" said Herbeck slowly.
"Ah, yes. Good morning."

And Carmichael instantly comprehended that hls%name recalled uothlng
to the other man's remembrance.
"You are returning to America?" she
asked.
To tell the
"For gocd, perhaps.
truth, I ran away, deserted my post,
though technically I have already resigned. Bur America has been calling
You have never
me for some days.
been to sea before?"
"No; It Is all marvelous and strange
to me."
"Let us walk, my child," said Her-

beck.
"You will excuse me, Mr. Carmichael Τ she said. Never more the rides
In the fair mornings; never more the
beautiful gardeus, the music, the galsaloping of soldiers who drew their
l>ers whenever they passed her. Never
any of these things.
"Can 1 be of any assistance?" he said
In an undertone.

more

Before
Ensue*
Torture That
Death Bring* Relief.
When a single dose of arsenic In sufficient quantity to be felt has been
taken colicky pains, bowel disorder
In the
and perhaps tittusea result.
Th·

of an hour after a poisonous
dose has been takeu an Intense burn
Ing pain is felt in the esophagus and
stomach. This spreads to the entire
anterior portion of the lower part of
the trunk. A sense of constriction at
the throat and an acrid, metallic taste
course

Then vomiting
accompany the pain
and relaxation of the bowels begin
As the case progresses the symptoms
Increase In Intensity. Then eûmes a
thirst that water will not allay, although It apparently increases the
victim
The
disturbance.
stomach

and writhes.
Now he implores the doctor to save
him. Then he begs to be killed and put
The extremities become
out of pain
Icy. The pulse Is small, feeble and frequent. and the breathing Is labored,
embarrassed and painful because of
iibdominal tenderness. The surface of
the body becomes dark and of that
groans

bluish color that medical men call cy
Violent cramps add their tor
unused
lure, exhaustion becomes collapse, con
vulslons or comu ensues, and death
ends the agony. The tortnre lasts

night

into the moist, warn» air of the gulf
of
stream was full of moonshine,
smooth, phosphorescent billows. Herleaned
beck had gone below. The girl
And
over the rail, alone and lonely.
Carmichael, seeing her, could no longer
came
still the desire in his heart. He
up to her.
to the
"See!" she exclaimed, pointing
little eddies of foam speeding along
rethe hull. "Do you know what they
mind me of? Mermaids' fingers graspand clutching at the boat as if to

lug
drag it down below."
How beautiful she was with th€
frost of moonlight on her hair!
"You mu.ti not talk like that," h€

V

Dogs Marjorie's New
Doll House
Small and Large

Facts About

There η re more than a hundred different breeds of dogs, from those not
much blKser than a good sized rat to
mastiffs, Great Danes and Newfoundlands that are sometimes as heavy as
There is the good
an average man.

untured, merry fellow. Just plain dog.
that boys and girls play with.
The smallest canine bred In the
world Is found in the Mexican state of

box lip the set of furniture mid dishes.
After lun< hcon grandpa helped her
bring the things downstairs. He led
the way to the deep window seat in
the sitting room, and there, suspended

THK KUALLKHl 1H#J.

Chlhuuhua. Full grown specimens do
not weigli over three pounds. Λ few
years ago a ηιαιι in El I'aso, Tex.. pos·
nessed
probably the smallest full
Ii was so
grown dog on this earth.
little that It could stand with :ι 11 four
It
feet upon the outstretched hand.
weighed less than a pound and a half.
Take Uitii all round, the largest dog
of any is tl.e German boarhound. commonly called ihe Great Italic. Great
Danes are «ray or white in color.
Sometimes they are si>otted κ ray and
white. When a large specimen of this

family stands with his hind legs upon
the ground he can put his fore feet
easily upon a tall woman's shoulder,
and his head will be level with hers.
Dogs are made to do various kinds
of work to help man and earn their
living, but the <|Ueerest canine occupation of all is that of the cod fishing
dogs of Liibrador.
The lines used by the labrador fish-

often more than a thousand
Two men go mit in a boat
together. For many years they have
trained dogs to go with them and help
set-lire the huge codlish found In iIk-sh
Sometimes a tl>li is caught so
waters.
heavy that a hook will not hold It
feet loug.

:r~:

r

ι

cords.

"Why. that Is the elevator. No good
city apartment Is without an elevator."
As lie said this he placed two of the
little dolls In the basket, pulled the
cords, and the car rose swiftly to the

door of the cage.

lurge it sometimes gives the dog a
lively tussle before It Is hauled safe
to he a
Some of these same
Into the boat.
which is a very different thing.
will swim out and bring in seals
dogs
Better than the boundless wealth of which their masters have shot from

cause once on

the shore.
A Butterfly'· Tongue.
At first glance what wotiId you call
the queer object represented in the picture? It might be a doormat or a new
kind of round cake or a snake ready
to strike. But it is none of these. It's
a butterfly's tongue, an 1 the picture

don In Leslie's.

Trapping

Muskrats.
mechanical traps t«
catch muskrats have been iuveuted
and tried, but none gives more satisfaction than the old floating barrel
trap that has been in use for man,\
and a
years. ItoiΙι ends are left closed,
hole about eight by twelve inches
square is sawed in the side. Λ strong
deal is nailed across each end. the
cleats projecting six or eight inche>
beyond the barrel, and upon the cleats
are nailed two boards, one on each sldr

Numbers of

change

A

a Statement.
minister, who is an em
a l<ms
preacher. Is at time» at

Proving

certain

phatlc

weight
to give his utterances proper
For instance, he'll say:
tin
"Ibis statement is as true as is
or "u>
ulght which will follow day."
will bnd it
true as that the trees

spring."

doc
Sometimes it happens that tbe
than be ba>
tor bas more statements
Illustrations to give them weight. On
"This
one such occasion he remarked.
docioi
Is as true as the"- Here the
halted, lie paused a few momeuts.
true
aud then his face lllumlued- "as
member
as is the statement that some
is yet on bis or her way to cliarcb."
A few momeuts later a lady entered
th*
the edifice aud swept grandly up
an
aisle. The doctor's face assumed
con
"1 told you so" appearance. Tbe
gregation began to smile, thetj. U
laugh. Sympathy for the embarf asset
lady, however, soon subs* jed tbe ap
uaremijr uncontrollable

lûrth.

He had polished it brightly and hung
shelf across by means of wires to
make a bedroom. Π«· had carried pray
cambric round the cage, In which
square openings were cut for the windows. Over the top lie had Ingeniously hung green paper, marked off with
ti

—

(he classes. If I were a young
workingman I would go to the States

of the barrel and several Inches longer
Water then is placed in thp barrel so
that it will float with tbe board plal
forms hIhmiI on a level with the surface of the pond or stream. About
■ >iic third of
the barrel remains above
water
Apples, carrots and other deli
nicies that the inuskrnt. likes an
placed in the liarrei. In their atteinpi>
to get the bait the animals (all tulo th·
barrel hum are unable .lo get mit. -Es

crow.

to give the effect of shingles.
"Tills Is Just a little suit
living
room, bedroom and bath." lie explained. "Of course your family will go out
for their uienls."
Marjorle clapped her hands with delight. "Hilt what is 11»· basket for?"
she cried as she saw a square basket
attached to the cage with a pulley and

ι.ΚΙί.ΜΑΝ )<ΟΑΚΗΟΓΜ>-

ties. and the starvation wages on
which he lives is the slavish spirit
thai drags the cap from Ills head be
fore the squire or crowds him into the
ditch as the carriage passes I»·. He Is
not a man. only a laborer, one step
above the serf.—Joseph Burtt of Lon

in the window, was a huge bird·-age
that had ouce beeu the home of a tame

black,

when the fishermen try to land it in
the bout. The hook may [mil out if
Its hold Is not strong and the lilu' Usli
float away from the boat. In (Ids ease
the trained dog leaps overboard into
the cold water, swims after the tish,
catches it In his mouth and swims
back to the boat. If the fish is very

America, better tbau any material benefit she can bestow, is tbls sense of
manhood and equality that is as all
pervading as the air. Worse than the
earthen floor of our peasant's hovel,
still found In England's southern coun-

"BCT WHAT IS THE It ASK Κ Γ FOlt?"

ermen are

View of th· Common Peo-

I could earn a passage, beher soil 1 should cease
laborer and become a man.

complain

of "nearly falling." It
try the top of the wood
box in the kitchen nor the window seat
would

Marjorie said she could, ami without
asking any qucstlous she flew up to
her room to pack the dolls' trunks and

ple In This Country.
in all I spent four months traveling
and lecturing in tbe eastern cities of

as soon as

If she built

the stairs some one

afternoon

AMERICAN MANHOOD.

of

bed on

was not too high and the surroundings
agreeable. As he had wonderful Ideas,
Marjorle was not surprised when lie
«aid one day. "Can you pack up and
be ready to pro into the new house this

vulsions and death.

the United States and uiet mauy men
wildest
In my
of varied classes.
dreams of the qice I had never foreseen such wealth, such freedom, such
equality. America is the land of the
common people, as England is the land

there to lie down.

them a

Marjorle told grandpa about it, and
be said lie would try to find a vacant
apartment for them where the rent

day or two. Then the abdomen will
swell, and Icy coldness will pervade
the frame. Shivering will become pronounced trembling, then cramps, con-

English

fashioned sofa some one was sure to

go

In the hall.

a

An

When Marjorle was visiting her
grandmother In the country she found
that her family of dolls was sure to be
In some one's way. She had brought
only her four tiny dolls, but If she
put them to sleep ou the broad, old

was no use to

sometimes from five to twenty hours.
In some cases these symptoms occur,
but In a modltled form, and the doctor
will apparently get the better of the
disease. The remission will he but for

"No," sadly.

The days, more or less monotonous,
Sometimes he saw her
went past
alone on deck, but ouly for a little
while. Her father was slowly Improvcame
ing. but with this Improvement
he
the natural desire for seclusion. So
came on deck only at night.
on which the vessel bore
The

I

She hnd spoken the word

"Why?"

it last.

revenge.
It never

abided his time.
A French newspaper contained a full
account of Herbeek's coup and his subsequent flight, it also recount·d the
excitement of the following day. the

of that dear name suddenly expanded
The stiffness went
mid stifled hlui.

beeu amicably and satisfactorily exI see uo reasou why we
pia iut-d.
should be detained any louger."
"Nor I." added l'riuce Ludwig. "I
1
am rather weary of those tatters.
should even Tike a bath."

hours io get your things in order. To·
you will l>e Judged and con
But you, Hlldegarde"—
demned.
"No, your highness; we shall both
take the train for Paris.
Gretchen,
you will be happy."
Gretchen rau and flung herself into
flildegarde's arms, and the two ol
rhern wipt. Hildegurde pushed Gretcbmorrow

ever memorable night, hung loosely
about his gaunt frame, and there was
a vacancy in his eyes which was eloquent of mental collapse. Carmichael

her and her desires."
"Granted."
The heart of the king at the sound

tween

cried the king vehement·
have uo more retrospection if you please. Moreover, 1 shall
be obliged to you If you will summon
at once the carriage which is to take
The situation has
us to the froutier.

"Enough to take you forever out ol
this part οf the'world?"
"Yes. your highness."
"You do not ask to be forgiven, and
( like that. You have, perhaps, three

But uever once did he set eyes
ica.
upon her till she and her father mounted the gaiigplnuk to the vessel which
was to carry them across the wide Atlantic. The change in Ilerbeck was
pitiable. His face had aged twenty
His
years in these sixty odd hours.
clothes, the same he h::d worn that

th^

Work.

Ouaraateed.
A lit'le out of the
but it pays to walk.

His royal highness, still In the guise
it
luouuialneer, sat stiffly In his
chair, the expression ou his face hardly translatable; that ou the king's uot
at all.
lie was dressed in the brilliant
uniform of h colonel in tbe Prussian
uhlans, an honor conferred upon him
receutly by Iviug William. Prior to
his advent Into the grand duchy of
Kbreustciu he had beeu to Berlin. A
whim for which he was uow grateful
had cozeued him into carrying this
uniform ulong with him ou his advenIt was only after he met
tures.
Gretcheo that there came moments
when he forgot he was a king. He
of

on some

Kennard 4Co., Bofton.
All

THE

Prince
Ludwig aud tbe chancellor sat
in tbe form of α triangle. Her·
beck whs making a pyramid of
bis linger tips, sometimes touching his
chin with his thumbs. His face was
cheerful.

everything

15 veîrs expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,

Dt.

rusting.
made for replacing any broken
fective parts
vent

you to »ul-.

"tth the eyegt:u»
thai'»
^ Here. «Jolt
now.

A LITTLE FINGER

king of Jugendbelt,

They
"For that cousiderutiou your excelproductive lency has my deepest thanks." replied
No breed has

uf both milk aud stock.
ever been brought into the state that has
ho quickly
dropped into the general
favor of their owner* as has this breed.
They are eminently a dairy breed, and in
that respect meet the favor of our farmers at the present time in a marked deto the
gree. Our state is well adapted
dairy business. We want milk, and want
At no time in the future
it in quantity.
will this want be less general than is
The Holstein cow is a
now the case.
liberal milker, and therefore well suited
to the present demand.
In addition to her milk production the
Holstein cow is also specially valoable
for her otfspring. Young Holsteins are
specially heavy when dropped, and they
make rapid gain when young. This is a
consideration which gives them special
value. It is known by all that young
animals grow faster and make more
gain ou a given food ration than at

witness that I have done my duty as
I saw It. One day 1 fell the victim
of a mad dream. And to think that
I almost won!"
"And I ?" said Hildegarde, her hands
clinched and pressed against her bosom. "What have you done to me, who
What
am innoceut of any wrong?
have you done to me?"
"You. my child? I have wronged
you greatest of all. The wrong I have
done to you is Irreparable. Ah, have
not my arms hungered for the touch of

CHAINER XVIL

are

Maine Farmer.

week

Copyright, IS09· by the Bobb··
Merrill Company

of our state.

thrifty, and

not hold you long."
What have I done to
"But why?
you that you should wreck all I hold
dear?"
Herbeck fumbled with his collar. "1
have practically governed this country
for sixteen years. In that time I have
made It prosperous and happy. I have
given you α substantial treasury. I
I have
have inude you an army.
brought peace where you would have
brought war. To my people God will

By HAROLD Mac6RATH

HoLstein-Frieslan.
There is ου question but the HolsteinFriesian cattle are a valuable acquisition of what has really happened."

Usinages for Young (Jrowth.
Special Dairy Institutes.
th«>
an action for fire trespass on
In
Through tickets on sale at principal
The increasing interest in Maine DairyBlack Hills National Forest brought by
*lroi(i mations.
for so many lectures on
the United Stales agaiust the Missouri ing has called
J·? LISCOMU, General Acent,
the daiiy work, that the Commissioner of
Kiver and Northwestern Kail road,
to the GovPortland, Me.
Agriculture has decided to hold Special
jury has awarded damages
in the various counties
ernment not only for the loss of mer- Dairy Institutes
will take
timber but also for the de- in the state. These Institutes
chantable
t. (I. ( U
unmerchantable young up matters pertaiuing to dairy work.
struction of
Exhibits of butter and cheese are in
growth.
The
of- vited for scoring and judging.
This is regarded by Government
Salt people have offered a
ficials as establishing a very importaut Worcester
dollar's worth of their salt
So far as is known at the U. premium of a
·*': furr.Un DOORS in.l W1NDOW9 of
the highest point
any precedent.
Stt ι» Style it reasonable
S. Department of Agriculture, it is the to the butter scoring
price».
exhibit, provided Worcester
first time that auy court has recognized at each
in its making.
what foresters call the "expectation Salt is used
a
The list of speakers will include A.
value" of young growth as furnishing
The W. Gilman, Commissioner of Agriculbasis for the award of damages.
" η wîint of
any kin>t of Flnlah for inelUe O!
award in ture, Leon S. Merrill, Director Extension
'•tf. le
d;tlicul(y in the way of such an
wuri, sen·! In your urlera. Pine Lum
was no way
*™Ί 'hioxieit on han-l
Work, Uuiversity of Maine, P. A. Campthe past has been that there
Cheap for Caah.
the courts bell, Professor Animal Husbandry, Uniof
satisfaction
the
to
to prove
suffered.
versity of Maine, W. G. Hunton, Presiand Job Work. the money value of the loss Dakota case dent
Maine Dairymen's Association, C.
The award in the South
as L. Jones, President Maine Live Stock
Mateta! Pine Stiuatiiln« for Sale.
followed the presentation of evidence
E. A. Stanford,
in reforesting which Breeders' Association,
J to the cost of work
*
in the Expert, Bureau Farm Management, U.
W.
the Government, is actually doing
C. S. Stetson,
The amount claimed for S Dept. of Agriculture,
*i* sumner,
Maine. Black Ililis.
an
Master Stale Grange, R. W. Redman,
the young growth burned was #12
others.
and
this item was State Dairy Instructor,
acre, and the claim under
list of dates has been artotal
tentative
A
The
the
in
full
jury.
by
a lowed
inwas $3,- ranged, of which the following are of
amount of damages claimed
was for mer- terest in this section.
which
of
$2,634.45
72885,
Advertising matter for the Institutes,
Spruce and tir. For sale
chantable timber destroyed or injured
list of speakers and their
containing
fire.
by the
A. KEXNEY,
the subjects, will be sent to each ciunty.
that
foresters
by
is
It
recognized
will not
Oct. 44. York County.CornUh,Cornish Grange
South Paris.
coat of artificial reforestation
for estimatbasis
fair
Bear
a
furnish
always
25 Oxford County. South Waterford,
ing the damage to forest reproduction.
West Mlnot.
County.
b>
Where new growth can be expected
on th«
natural sowing from seed-tree·
County, Bowiloln, Sagadaartificial hoc Grange»ga<1ahoc
Hall.
ground, within a short time,
or sowing is an unnecessarily
planting
such case»
Care of Farm Implements.
expecsive method. To meettables" arc
what are kt.own as "yield
of the most serious leaks on the
One
th*
of these
being prepared. By the use
in the poor care taken of farm
is
farm
final
the
loss can be shown in terms of
when not in use. A· soon
implements
it
time uecessary to p'oduce
me. fAC£.
binders aud other
crop and the
as the season is over,
thousand
ten
Tbua, if it is known that
no longer needed this year,
machinery
ir
once
cut
be
im»t of timber per acre can
the
should be carefully cleaned, the grease
Tortc lente* are the beet.
from the
and dirfc should be removed
Ua»e *11 other* at rest
be carefully
;
Λ,
bearings and these should
0ÎT..HEIK1ST t'AKMKSTEK will β<
to prethem rl^ht.
oil*d and all bright parts greased,
toni* to utm ,tay or
be
nightPréparai Ions should

«lay* at 7 p.

Goose 6irl

Ad-

e

!i

and Iron.

a

agricultural
sa;s:

of silos ia on the increas*
wM-* *>«·
throughout the state of Maine is ampl·
jget Boor»—
proven by the results recorded by tbi
salesmen aud mauufacturers who havi
o r.ssitTH.
silos on exhibition at the various Maim [
Law,
Atï°rcey
fairs this fall. N\ D. Haskell of Me
MAINE.
„.,.
viiKW Ali
chamc Falls, who is general agent ίο
» *i**UiUy
Collections
k
one of the leading makes of si!oh, toh
tferu* "·«*
the editor of the M iiae Farmer recently
'.K
t
Λ Λ
thai his visits to the fairs had been ver
I :.
profitable, aud he had discovered that
at
Law,
Attorneys
great many farmers were becoming in
MAINS.
terested in .»ud were carefully investi gat
irruKL,
C. p*rk
K.leriHerrlck.
ing and studying the subject of the use
iJJUoa I
of sil is.
Silos are a comparatively uew thing
f \\ RoCNl»,
they have not become so staple a farui
appliance as the m >w:ug machiue, and i(
Dentist.
is but natural, therefore, that a great
NORWAY, ME.
Ι'ι· ·κ.
many farmers should still be a little un
ΙΙ*ΓΗΑ»Α>
iUI certain regarding their usefulness aud
to i.'-l tu j.
iiSct Hours·->
utility. It is also a fact that some farm
ers are yet undecided whether or not the
use of silage is wine, whether it is good
for the cows or not
And it is probable that a great deal of
α St., Norway, Me.
this uncertainty arises from a miscon14 Μα
ception of what silage really is. There
are those who think of it as rotten corn,
and insist, therefore, that it ie unfit for
food, likely to breed disease in cows,
and possibly through theui the cause of
disease in human beings. One writer
has even suggested to tne Maine Farmer
that it is a cause of the « ρ read of tuberLead
culoais, both among cows and human
All Kinds ot Pipe Repairing,

Hardware,
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raiting for this bour. So I am found
oat! How little we know what God
Intends Γ
"You speak of God? You blaspheme!"
"Bear with me for a space. I Hball

SAe
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vertising Jamea J. Hill, whose reputa-

Not a SUo?
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ships (or this great country and
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Why
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practical agilcuitura: toi>'
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landed tor thla department to Hkmky 1
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Democrat.

Oxford

Marjorle thought this was the best
part of the arrangement, and she lowered tlu· car again, placed the furniture in it and carried It up to the
rooms.
(in

il·»

L.ivi.r ilnor sh»» sel tlie narlor

furniture. the llttl»· sofa and chaire.
On tho next II·mu· she placed the two
lieds a ικΐ thi· III tie /"li' chairs and the
dressiiig case. The "bath" wa« the
bird's dish attached to the Hide, and
over this she hunt; the mirror.
It was (hi· daintiest home dolls ever
had. and Marjorle was so delighted
wiih the elevator that the poor tenutits
spent most of their time riding up aud

down.
"What shall we call this house?" she
asked as she stood admiring it. "Nearly all apartment houses have namee."
"I think the Tiptop House would be
a good name." said grandpa, aud MarJorle agreed that It named and described It.—Youth's Companion.

Ingratitude.

"You remember dat guy, Jim Burlce?"
asked an Irate Bowery denizen. "He'·
dat stiff dat's doin' time up der river
—Sing Sing- bolglary—ten year*. Well,
fer dat stiff.
you know all I done
When be was pinched didn't I put up
I
der coin fer der lawyers? Didn't pay
De Oder
der witnesses? Sure 1 did.
I t'lnks I'll Just go an' see dat

day

mutt Just t' leave him know his frlen'·
niu't tied do can en 'lui. So 1 drives
warden's
out to de Jaii an' goes Into de
me
office, an' he says I gotter send
D'ye get dat?
Me card!
card In.
a
Weil, anyway, 1 writes me name on
It In to
piece o' paper, an' a guy takes
det
Jim Burke, an' what d' you t'lnk
stiff tells dat guy to tell me?"
"I've no idea," said the listener.

whut a
butterfly's
tongue is like. As you will see, it is
to
very long. This enables the insect
reach deep into flowers to suck up the
shows

exactly

When not in use the tongue
Is colled up in (he form shown In the

honey.

picture.

"Be tells him," concluded the angry
"f tell me dat he ain't ΙηΓ—Suc-

one,

cess

Magazine.

Women In a 8ailboaL
There is Just one place on a sailboat
for women. That is the cockpit Remember that and keep them there.
even if It takes a somewhat pointed
on a
request. The average woman
boat is not happy unless she is taking

Origin of Leap Year.
When the men will uot propose marmust
riage to the women the women
risks by sitting out on aeck or oo top
naît until leap year, and then they
of the cabin or going forward of the
a eus
Is
This
the
do
proposing.
may
Warn her and she laughs at
mast.
:om more talked al>out than practiced,
does not know that she Is
She
you.
(he
laud
in
Scot
but it was legalized In
bereelf. Lees than a year
endangering
we
what
pear 1228, if we may believe
I saw two women knocked overAn act of the Scottish parlia- ago
bear.
board In a heavy sea because they Inment translated into modern Kuglisb
sisted on sitting on top of the cabin
the
during
that
"Ordered
follows:
is as
the protests of the man who
feign of lier most blessed majesty Mar- despite
the boat. He himself was
was
sailing
and
Itoth
of
high
garet every maUlen
and let his boat Jibe, the
a
beto
greenhorn
low estate shall have liberty
behe re- boom clearing the top of the cabin
speak the man she likes. If
fore any one could say Jack Robinson.
fuse* to take her to be his wife he
shall be mulcted in the sum of £100 -Omlng.
less, as his estate may be. except
and always if be can make it 'Appear
that be is betrothed to another woiraa
then be shall be free.

or

by Failure.
some people succeed by

8uqom·

The way
failure Is enough to remind any one of
the two college boys that started to
how
make fudge. They did not know
to
to make it, but they *veie willing
was
try, and wheu the fudge
tbey found Uiat it was perfectly good

buttentfotcJ^
>

<'

Had a Better 8tory.
"Did you see the account of that
flash of Mghtnlng that burned the hs'
l'on) a boy'b head without other
,■
huHing him?"
"1 did." answered the cheer

"and 1 was

pained

to note thr

Ι

II

^^/|f

pier 'less of tjw story. Now, t
to k>.ow of a case that Is really
The lightning entered a
mi. Λ able.
.arber's shop and not only uudertook
the task of slngelug a man's hair, bnt
It

on tit·
rung up the proper amount

cash register."
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ISSUED TUESDAYS.

ΓΙ1Ε OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF TME COUNTY.
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ATWOOD

Editor· ud

Pari· HOI.
Fît·» Baptist Church. Bey. G. W. Γ. Hill, dm(or.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
Sunday School at li Sabbath evening service
at 7 3P.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
30.
covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
Λ1
the lu Sunday of the month at 2 30 p. Μ.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

FORBES,

Proprietor·.
A. E. roBBKS.

UtUMI M. ATWOOD.

Tkbks
4ΐ.3ϋ * year If paid strictly Id advance.
Kherwlae I3.0U a yuu·. Single coptes 4 cent·.

William E. Atwood, Misa lone Harlow, Mi-<s Gertrude Harlow and Mrs. Ioa

—

All legal advertisement*
4DtimnMTi:
«re given three conseetlve Insertions for ·1.Λ
l«*r Inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

ers.

Job Pmurri.Ho —New type, fast presses, electric
power, experience·! workmen an«l low price·
combine (ο make this department of oar business complete and popular.
SIMULE COPIES.
Democrat are four centt
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
or
for
the
convenience of patron»
the uubUsher»
jtnf)· copte· of each Issue have been placed or
ne at the folio wins places In the County
ShurtlelTa Dru* Store.
-Outh Parte.
S orway,
Noyés* Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Ufred Cole. Postmaster
(tuck Held.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office
Piris HIU,
Samuel T. Wblte.
'.Vest Paris

Single Copie· of the

Coming Events.
Oct.

25.—Dairy

Grange

Institute,

Hall, South

W aterford.
Ά, Λ5.—Oxford Congregational Conference,
South Paris.
Oct. 37, 28—Convention of Maine Teacher»' Association. Bangor.
Not 1—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bolster's Mill··
\nnual meeting of Maine State
Nov. 8,9, 10
Pomologlcal Society. Auburn
Jan S3.—Western Maine Poultry Association,
New Hall, South Parts.
(K-t.

—

NKW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sealshlpt oysters.

3 Hand Colored Photogravures free.
Warm Underwear.
Blue Stores.
Temporary Heat Quickly.
Queen Quality Shoes
3-A Horse Blankets.
It Grow» Hair.
For Con*ttpatlon.
Children's Eye·.
See For Sale See1

Chrysanthemums.

Kor Sale.
Sale of Land for >ute Taxes.
A Money Maker all Equipped.

Here and There.
A rather remarkable thins; happened
in a Maine town the other day. A boy
ahot himself by accident, and was not

seriously injured.

Comment is made on the fact, a*
•bown by statistics, that the accidents to
horse-drawn vehicles and resulting fa
tslities greatly outnumber the automobile accident·. As to tbe comparative
numbers of people who ride in horsedrawn vehicles and automobiles, there
Of course
are naturally no statistics.
statistics never lie. Still it could be
made to appear that vastly more people
die in their beds than anywhere else.
This seems to be the best deer season
One hunter has brought
ever in Maine.
down a deer with a bow and arrow, not
to mention quantities of sma'l game, and
snother who is blind has killed a deer
with » shot gun.
One aviator who started out for the
$25,000 prize for a dight from Chicago
to New York got twenty-one miles before he gave it up. Others may be
reasonably expected to have better success.

The method to be used in the attempt
to raise tbe Maine has been settled upon,
It seems to be
and work will proceed.
an opinion quite widely held that the
principal reason for raising the Maine is
that it may be determined whether tbe
explosion was inside or outside the vessel. Tbe real reason for doing it is that
it is an obstruction in Havana harbor,
which we ought to remove. As to tbe
location of the explosion, a great many
people would like to know it, and it will
set the minds of many at rest, and may
disturb the minds of others, to reveal
tbe truth. As for any practical benefit
from such a revelation, there is noce.
Tbe Democratic state convention in
Ma»sachusetts having broken up in sucb
a «take that it wan impossible to nominate a candidate for governor, it is now
proposed that tbe delegates shall make
tbe nomination by mail. Absent treatment, so to speak.
Tbe Good Templars in session in their
Grand Lodge passed a resolution calling
upon the temperance leaders to unite
with them in preventing or defeating resubmission. It's a little late now to
prevent or defeat resubmission. That is
a matter that is in tbe hands of the 1S2
members of tbe bouse and senate, and
their minds are doubtless made up as to
bow they will vote on it. What we want
to prevent and defeat now is not resubmission, but the repeal of the prohibitory amendment to tbe constitution.
It is said that the presidency of the
senate and tb» «ptakership of the house
wiil be divided between Cumberland an·!
Penobscot County, and that "the rest of
tbe state will be satisfied." Of course
that sounds very much like an election
held in some lawyer's back office. As it
is in a wicked Republican paper, there
may not be anything in it. Vet it is
sometimes wise to observe the rule, that
if you want to And out what your own
party is doing, you must read the other
If we hadn't followed
party's papers
that rule in tbe last campaign, we should
have been a great deal more surprised
than we were when tbe returns came in.
Roosevelt has been up iu a
About all tbe sensation* now
bim to sample are not iu the
but in the political realm.

biplaue.

left for

physical

Sees Fair Weather Ahead.
There was unwarrantable clamor in
There was before.
Webster's time.
There has been since. There will be always. But is there more than common
to-day? Contrast the situation with that
of recent years. How long is it since
the country was infested with tramps,
aince an army of malcontents marched
under tbe red banner from Ohio to
Washington, since baneful strikes prevailed in industrial centres, since railways were tied up, property was being
destroyed and homes rendered desolate,
aince ghastly religious intolerance portended the clash of arms, since even tbe
apectre of polygamy threatened the
peace of the Nation?
To appreciate our blessings of the
present, we must recall the peril· of the
past. And is it not a fact that those
which seemed at tbe time most ominous
bave disappeared like mists from tbe
face of tbe sea? Already profit-sharing,
through stock ownership, bids fair to
identify tbe interests of labor and capital and solve tbe problem that bas vexed all industrial countries for axes.
Demagogues in public office no longer
derive political advantage from permitting riot to supplant order. Incendiary
talk has subsided without impairing
freedom of speech. Polygamy Is a relic
of the past. Slowly but surely all
Christianizing influences are coming to
unite in common endeavor.
Agitation we atill have, but it is agitation of another sort. Turbulent Kansas is no longer a hotbed of ignorant and
blatant populism, but has become the
seat of intelligent insurgency. Throughout the entire West unreasoning clamor
has been superseded by enlightened résolution. And the splendid Southland has

already rieen, like Phœnix, from the
asbee of deepair, to tbe heights of peace
and prosperity. Never ία the history of
the Republic naa there been a time when
few vapors clouded the skies. May
not, then with reason, anticipate fair
weather?—George Harvey, in The North
American Review for September.
so

we

A. Gibbons c« Kingman uas
in Baogor <·η the
intent to kill in
assault
ng hi· ivprher, Edward J. Gil,7 be first story of the matt·* was
.be men quarreled over pc lession
η
yj( a ride, bat tbe accused mo declares
that while they did have an Inconsequential disagreement, the shooting was <i;te
entirely to an accidental discharge of

λι

I

-v>rge

jail
r|£)pmmitted towith

y| Iof

Ihe gun.

The Injured

man

will

recover.

Dixfleld were guests at
George M. Atwood's Sunday.
George Saunders of Boston was a
guest at Loren B. Merrill'· laat week.
Hie family, who have spent the summer
at Mr. Merrill'·, returned to Boston with
him.
Mrs. H. L. Scribner has been in Lewiston the past week, called there by the
illness of her brother's child.
Miss Persis ?i. Andrews went last
week to Koxbury, Mass., where she will
spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley F. Ripley visited
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shaw in Auburn last
week. Mr. and Mrs. Shaw returned to
Paris with them and are guests of relatives here for a few days.
R-ar Admiral Wm. W. Kimball and
family closed their summer place here,
"Old Urick," and left Friday for their
winter home in Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. L. Shaw of AuI
burn were at Paris Hill over Sunday.
Bcni. Strout of the regular arm; was
the guest of his parents over Sunday.
P. F. Ripley has received his new 1911
Chalmers demonstrating car for which
I
he has the agency.
Skotield

of

Greenwood.
The three days' wind just ended was
a much harder gale about here at least
th «η the one in which the City of Portland was lost several years ago. Possibly that same boat bad encountered a»
violent winds before, but in that one
some part of the machinery broke which
caused the fatal calamity.
About a dozen men turned out aud
harvested the widow of Pearl Whitman's
potatoes and beans Wednesday, and a
severe time they bad of it, especially in
the forenoon; as one man reported it,
4'The coiil and the wind were all we
could endure."
However, it did no
damage about here so far as known excebr to blow down one telephone pole.
The corn crop is now practically harvested and a tine one it proved to be,
quite unlike that of last year, then only
about one-half the stalks had com on
them, while this year nearly every stalk
contained one ear and often two, besides
being tilled out to the end. That shows
the difference between a severe drouth
and a plenty of rain.
In regard to ears of corn having more
husks on tbem some seasons than others
thus forecasting what the weather will
be the following winter, we have beard
the idea suggested frequently, but take
The fact is
no stock in such nonsense.
some ears of corn have two or three
times the amount of busks on tbem as
others, besides being much thicker and
more rigid, and this contrast can even
sometimes be seen in ears on the same
stalk. But that any of them ever suggest to us what the next winter will be
—whew?
Were well acquainted with George Osgood ChicVering all through our young
manhood days, worked with him on the
road, but had no idea we were born the
same year, nor where he made a new
home on leaving Hartford. There were
two children in the family, a daughter,
Rosina, younger than himself, and would
like to know whether she is still liviug.
It is now reported that Charles B.
Brooks' wife has become dangerously
insaue, making it necessary to watch her
uontiuually. A day or two ago she left
the bouse where she is stopping and
when found she was in a pasture quite a
distance from home. Last evening she
induced Mr·. Howe to accompany her to
the railroad, on reaching which she
threw herself across the track, saying
she wanted to die and was going in that
way. It is said that her tiret husband
perished on the battleship Maine, aud
she has been insane at intervals ever
since.

Mrs. Clarence Ridlon returned Tueethe C. M. 0. Hospital, Lewi·-

lay from

j on,

much Improved in health.
Mrs. Κτ» Smith went to Readfield
Saturday to attend the fanerai of a
riend.
Mis· Bertha Emmons of Portland is
I pending a few day· with her parent·,
dr. and Mr·. I. P. Emmons.
C. 0. Morton i· on the alck list
Among the people in this vicinity who
lave been ill and are improving are
Sliae and Loren Roberts of Greenwood,
iarl Hayes of Weat Pari· and the foar
ihildrenof Mr. and Mrs. Gregg of Snow'·
'all·, who have been very ill from
yphold fever.
Rev. and Mr·. C. H. Young of Gorham,
Ν* Η have been guest· of relative· in
own daring the past week.
Mrs. Prances Holt and Mrs. Rigga of
bethel wero recent guests at Prank L.
Willi·'.
Mr·. C. H. Lane is in Andover, called
;here by the illness and death of her
1

lister's husband, Hiram Abbott.

Bryant's Pond.
Allen, who sold his

farm to EdA. R.
win Andrews, has moved to Portland
irbere he has a position with the Swift
Bros. Beef Co.
H. J. Libby in having his store building enlarged, making it 30 ζ 52 feet and
:wo stories iu height.
T. M. Twitched and William Howe
iave recently returned from a trip to the
'big woods." They brought home one
lue shot by Mr. Howe.
Mrs. Lydia Bryant of Preeport is visitng Mrs. Emily J. Pelt.
Ansel Dudley and C. L. Heath attended the Topsham fair Wednesday.
Charles R. Dunham and wife have
been staying this week with Mr. Dunham's mother. Mrs. Dunham, who has
been very ill, is slowly recovering.
A young son nf L**wis Parnum had his
right leg broken by being thrown from a
wagon while coming from the Andover
fair.
The Grand Trunk quarry is in operation again, but only for a few days
There is a report that the company has
large job in view that will be commenced a little later.
Hebron.
The football game here Saturday beBowdoin 2d and Hebron scored 12
to 0 in favor of Hebron.
Loyal Perkins of Norridgewock spent
a few days with bis sister, Mrs. Floyd
tween

Philbrick, recently.
Mr. and

Mrs.

A. M. Richardson aro

visiting relatives in Massachusetts this

week.
Mies Etta Sturtevant goes to West
Peru this week to visit her mother and
brother's family.
The entertainment given by the Tyrocinic Adelphi consisting of the impersonating of "The Man from Ποιηβ" by
Mr. Frye came off Tuesday evening.
We have had uo report but it was doubtless a success as all their entertainments
are.

Locke's Mills.

Several from here attended the Waterford fair, and all report a good time.

The many friends of J. A. Fairbanks
are glad to see him in town again.
The funeral services of the late Abner
Libby were held at the Union church
Tuesday afternoon at two o'clock, conducted by Rev. C. L. Β inghart of Bethel.
Mr. Libby died at Gorham, Ν. H., where
he had lived with his son, Jesse F. Libby, since the death of his wife. There
Burial in
were many beautiful flowers.

the

village cemetery.

Those

present

from out of town were Mr. Albert Felt
and wife of Portland, Mrs. Alice Cross
of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs. 0. K. Yates
of West Paris, Mrs. Emily Felt of Bryant'· Pond and Mrs. Lydia Bryant of

Freeport.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Boston, Mass

Hiram.

»n

Saturday.

Samuel W. demons, a graduate of the
Cniversity of Maine, now a draughtsman
at Baldwin Locomotive Works at Phil·
idelphia, ia also visiting his parents,
having recently viaited the University at
Drono.
Eli C. Wadswortb, Stiout Real Estate
igeot, went to Eatou, Ν. Η on Wednes<
to
Baldwin on Thursday, and
fare* neth'd on Friday with Mr. Alphonse Thrska and wife of New York,
irho are seeking for a residence.
Thermometer Oct. 13, 25 above zero.
On Friday, the Ttb, a recount of votea
| or sheriff was made in the office of
ι ?harlee Cotton, town clerk, by J. Kelvin
J Jartlett, Esq., and his counsel, A. J.
: •teams, and Hon. Bertand G. Mclntire
ι tnd his counsel, Merton L. Kimball, Esq.
Denmark.
The old boilers at the corn ahop are
taken out to make room for a new
t ne.
The labeling crew eipect ten daya
t lore of labeling at the corn shop.
A. B. Ordway ia visiting' Newburyport,
j Im,
C. E. Cobb is
removing the old
■ tumps and logs from the water οc his
a ide of the old mill dam.
\
C. E. Cobb'· new engine make· the
« lectrio lights show up in great ahape.
The Odd Pellowa are talking of having
« lectric light· in thair bulldlr^.

eing

Mr. Wilaoo Shaw returned home Sat·
Rev. W. C. Cortl· ia la Boston attenda five week·' visit with hi·
i ng the Congregational meetings and the ι irday from
Ed· on, W. S. Shaw, of Geneva, Ν. Y.
I »ulpit was supplied Oot. 16 by Dea.
Several of the local β. A. K. men at·
Field Secretary of the
1 rard Garland,
I ended the funeral of the late Stephen
! ifaine Bible Society.
of Sumner.
Mr. Fred Bean shot a white deer In I leald
Mr·. Stevens of Portland ban been the
I lie pasture recently.
of
Mrs. Carrie Spaulding for a few
Mr. Packard accompanied Mr. Solon | :ueet
< lay·.
] )avis to Augusta for treatment.
Mr. Alton Amea of Sumner was in
The lawyers have been in attendance
< own Thursday and Mr. and Mr·. J. F.
ipon court this week.
to hi· home with him
Mrs. J. U. Purington, Mrs. J. M. Phil- 1 'ackard returned
Packard and Mr·,
Mr·.
a visit.
I
or
Uerbort
Mrs.
O.
Mrs.
W.
I >rook,
Straw,
are slaters.
imes
C'ieo
Mis*
G.
J.
Mrs.
I towe,
Gehring,
Maurice Forster of Dixfield was calling
Îusaell and Mies Wa'erbury wer« among
in town Thursday.
I hose who attended the Maine Music < in frlen'a
The Maine Fruit Product Co. are now
festival in Portland.
cider
ι
apple· for spot cash or
Mrs. Lauretta Valentine accompanied -eceiving
;uatom grinding.
1er son, Mr. William Valentine, is far
The sweet corn from the Turner C'en·
is Boston on bis return to bis home In
er factory is being flhipped from this
Philadelphia.
The students at G mid Academy have itation..
J. H. Carey, Manager of the Boston
)een busy this week with mid-term
Branch, has been in Boston this week,
laminations.
Wednesday evening Mr. Cross gave ■eturning Thursday. and Mrs.
Virgil
Mis· Sarah Barrett
his second and lait lecture on Scotland,
the Sunday School Con[t was illustrated and bo'h lectures have 3ole attended
tention in Portland the past week.
been very interesting and instructive.
Mr. Warren Laughton is visiting relaThursday afternoon and evening the
Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church held » tives here.
F. L. Warren has been with relatives
fair and snpper at Odd Fellows' building.
for a visit, taking
These harvest suppers are always well η Boston and vicinity
in the Brockton fair and other places of
patronized.
Mr. Arthur Barker and family started nterect.
Mrs. £. B. Austin is suffering from a
Friday for Seattle, Wash., where they
result of an accideut
ire to locate.
They carry the g'»od Srnken ankle as the
last Saturday. In turning out for an
wishes of Bethel friends.
wheel dropped into a hole and
Labeling is going on rapidly at the luto the
the carriage in which were Mr.
lorn shop as there are >arush orders." ipset
Mrs. Austin and two daughters.
Two carloads have already gone and ind
No
were not much hurt.
there arc 5,000 cases to be shipped as The others
is laid to any one.
fast as it can be labeled. More orders ilame
have been received from Philadelphia
Brownfleld.
and the far West than can be filled.
Lovely October weather.
Mr. Whitman, when this shop closes,
All visitors are leaving for their city
will go to Norway to have charge of the
homes.
canning of apples.
Wednesday evening the Univerealist
Harold Chaudler went to Norway Satfurnished a harvest supper in
urday to visit his parents for two days. circle
Mr. Eli Stearns already has a crew in town hall.
Wednesday the Congregational Sewing
the woods cutting lumber.
at J. L Frink's.
Monday evening Gertrude Greene Circle met
Irving Linscott is quite sick with apYoung of Boston will give a dramatic
reading for the benefit of the Methodist pendicitis.
Master Cecil Poor fell from a loaded
society. The best local talent will assist
cart and hurt him quite severely.
in the musical part of the programme.
Alfred Nute, who recently broke his
Mr. and Mrs. William Lowe are in
comfortable.
Boston and will visit Nova Scotia before arm, is very
Eczema eeems to be a prevailing distbeir return home.
ease in this town.
West Bethel.
Forests as Play-grounds.
National
"Maple leaves are s'owly falling
Krom the branche» overhead,
the year's outing season nearly
During
And the bints haveiccased their singing,
half a million persons sought recreation
So we know that summer's fled."
and health in the National Forests of
the United State». According to the
"The summer's come an' gone ag'ln
Just like a picture show;
reoord of the U. S. Department of AgriWe thought along the July days
culture, the total last year was, in close
Perhaps 'twould never go.
figures, 40(1,775. With the finest mouutNow here we be, right Into fall,
With frosty nights an' cold;
ain scenery and much of the best fishing
ler's
In
the
down
med
The grass
brown,
and big-game hunting in the United
The hillsides red an' gold."
States, the National Forests, made more
Few apple* remain on the trees since and more accessible each
year through
the heavy winds of last week.
protection and development by the
Peddler John T. Lewis of Albany was Government,
are fast becoming great
in town Thursday and Friday.
National playgrounds for the people.
The harvest supper in Grange Hall
The use of the Forests for recreation
well
atlast Thursday evening was quite
is as yet in its beginning, but is growing

The Rangeleys In Autumn.
East3um\*b, Oct. β, ΊΟ.
M nob bu been said and written retarding the charme and acenic attraction· of the Rangeley Lake· region in
lommer, and ita praise· are sung by
thousands of delighted visitors, yet few
are

really cogniztnt

of the fact that tbe

of
locality possesses charms in autumn
the superlative degree.
It wa· our pleasure to visit tbe locality
tbe
recently when Nature bad clothed
towering mountains with tbe gorgeous

McQuillan
Dudley Cottage.

Robert

are at

of

North Waterford.
The repairs on the church that was
truck bv lightning are completed.
Mrs. White, who has been stopping at
1rs. Sarah York's, has gone to ber
tome in Hartford for a week.
Sidney Hatch and family were gueste
,t Mrs. A. B. Washburn's through the
air.
Fred Littletield's family were at Mr.
}. E. Farmer's, also Mrs. Farmer's niece
ud husband and baby from Milan, N.
I.
Harry Brown has u new auto.
Mrs. Henrietta Kneeland la telling out
er household goods and is going to
Iridgton to stay with her sister.
Harry Millett and family were at E.
I. Nason's through the fair.

Mason.

D. R. Hastings aud sod Marshall were
ι town Monday looking after the outing of poplar pulp.
J. A. McKenzie and Clarenoe A. Tyler
ave commenced on their job yarding
ard wood on Allen McLeod's.
Ε. H. Morrill is building a shed.
Quite a number from this plaoe attend·
j the world's fair at North Waterford

/'

Early Buyer of a Winter

rhe

Overcoat is

and "silvery *
be realized in all i

a

ests," "babbling brooks,"

lake.-," and bereall can
of
their inspiration. The rich colorings
the maple and oak mingled with tbe
furevergreen of the pine and spruce,
nish a picture that, artist· cannot fully
Ward
reproduce. I think it was Henryartists

who exclaimed—"Let
stand back when God stretches his canvas."
Tbe approaches to tbe lakes furnish
the greatest diversity of scenery that
Old Maine with all its charms can produce. One high mountain on our left as
we approach Bemis is a grand picture.
a
Its symmetrical nidus are covered with
dense growth of maple, birch and oak,
acres
save a rectangular plot of several
in tbe center, which I· covered with the
and spruce,
evergreen hues of the pine
thus making, as it were, a huge green
emerald in a setting of the rich hues of
hard wood growth. Man with all bis
skill cannot furnish such a rare painting
for it is tbe work of the Divine hand.
The twenty-eight miles of railway between Kumford Kalis and Bemis are soon
covered, and after admiring the unique
log station at Bemis with its huge wooden door handles made from tbe roots of
at
trees, we puss on to the terminal
Oquossoc. Here, where we passed over
tbe carry between the lakes twelve years
house to be
ago, with not a clearing or
with
seen, is now quite a little village
a
church. Then, George
stores and
Church drove us from Haines Landing
over to Mr. Bowley's at Mountain View.
Last week the same "George" drove us
from the station to the lovely Mountain
View House, where we met Mr. Bowley
and had only time to receive his hearty
hand shake and cheerful greeting before
we had to return for the next train.
On our way over we asked "George"
how long he had been with Mr. Bjwley.
Clerk I'lummer of tbe house, who was
aboard, replied, "Ever since the war of
18(2," but George added that this was
Plummer is
his twenty-first season.
serviug his thirteenth season at this de-
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WHY?

assortment of

good

menced Talking
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some
already. T>ire
days now you need one. You have
probably decided to have a new coat, m

|

are

Marvelous aa il may seem, Rexall 93"
Hair Tonic has grown hair on heads
that were once bald. Of course, in none
of these cases were the hair roots dead,
nor bad tbe »calp taken on a glazed,

why delay ?

OUR
browns,

regular

shiny appearance.

iiair Tonic acts scieu
deettoying the germ* which are
I'
usually responsible for baldness.
penetrans to the roots of the hair, stimulating and nourish'Dg them. It is a
mu»1 pleasant toilet necessity, is delicately perfumed, and will not gum or
permanently stain tbe hair.
We want you to get a bottle of Rexall
♦•93" Hair Tonic and use it as directed.
If it does nut relieve scalp irritation, remove dandruff, prevent the hair from
failing out and promote an increased
growth of hair, and in every way give
entire satisfaction, simply come back
and tell us, and without question or
formality we will band back to you
Tw
every penny you paid ua for it.
sizes, 50c. and #1.00. Sold only at our
Clue. H.
store—The Kexall Store.
Howard Co.
Kexall
titic til;,

■<

very small number.
Mrs. H. E. Bartlett is the guest of her
aughter, Mrs. Herbert Lyon, at Rumord.

]

erioua result·.

oapltal
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A

practical farm paper for practical
Regular price $1.00, and

Your favorite local paper,

Regular price $1.60,

ONE YEAR

Each

j

Main

$2.25

is only

price

repro-

PEACEFUL HOUR, by Kabci
THE BREAKERS, by Henrique
MOTHER AND CHILD,
If

purchased

I

by Robert Ferruzi

in a first-class art store these

would cost you at least
to be appreciated.

$2.00

each.

pictures/

must be

They

see:!

The subscriptions may be either new or renewals,
but your order should be mailed TO-DAY to

DEMOCRAT.
South Paris, Maine.

THE

OXFORD

We

are now

showing

a

fine line of

CUTLERY
KNIVES in Pearl, Stag and Wood handles. Blades
of the best steel. Penknife size to the large
ones.

loo

to

$1.50

each.

SCISSORS and SHEARS.
toc

to

AH kinds and si/es.

$1.00 per pair.

The old reliable Boker, also Gillette.
Auto-Strop and Ever-Ready Safeties. $1.00

RAZORS.
to

$6.00 each.

ALL FULLY WARRANTED.
At the

Pharmacy

of

Chas. H. Howard Co.,
Successors to F. A. SHURTLEFF Λ

CO.,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Our Fruit Jar List.
Lightning Jar—
1-2
ι
ι

pint,

pint,

90c

gallon,

Pint,

Lightning Jar85c per dozen.

quart,

ι·2

95c

gallon,

Economy

$1.20

Jar—

Pint,
1 quart,

1-2

The

per dozen.

1.25

Wide mouth
I

85c
$1.00

quart,

i-2

MAINE.

St, Norway, Main·.

our

These are GENUINE HAND-COLORED
ductions from the famous paintings,

5-A Horse Blankets!

•1

for which

We will send, absolutely without cost to you. a set
of three (3) beautiful photogravures, printed on heavy
plate paper, size 14 1-2x19 1-2.

SMILEY,

HARNII

farmers.

The Oxford Democrat,

Constipation.

j9rn0S N. F" SVOr,

re-

The New-York Tribune Farmer,

Eyes.

The reason why I sell the Famous B-A Horse Blankets
le because they are the BEST MADE BLANKETS for the
money. Call and let me show you some of the great values
[ am selling this fall in street and stable blankets.

season one

readers, hence this

our

markable offer :
To every reader of this paper who will send NOWTO-DAY—one subscription to our special combination-

Besides breathing through tho inhaler
few times a day, many catarrh sufferers write that they tlnd inhaling HYOMEI (pronounce it High-o-me) from a
bowl of steaming water each uigbt before retiring a great aid in curing stubborn cases.
Try it; it's very simple; gives quick
relief and makes you breathe easier.

SOUTH PARIS,

by

to be remembered

long

a

C.

subscription

We intend to make this

see our

L.

FREE

0 Hand Colored
1 PHOTOGRAVURES

Way to Use
Hyomei for Catarrh

CO,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

line of Fall
and Winter Millinery.
We have
all the latest styles in Trimmed
and Untrimmed Hats at reasonable prices.

MRS.

j

or

NOYES

H.

F.

FASCINATING HAIR.

11

blacks, gray,,
50 inches long. Have
conveitible collars, (that it
two

46

are

to

Prices $7.50 to $20.00.

Good

MILLINERY !

COATS

cut

collars in one).

"93"

For

J

Overcoats

We have sold

We Want You to
Prove at Our Risk.

RICHARDS,

Call and

for you ?

Our Customers Have Com-

i

<

Are Facte

Children's

j

unbroken sizes.

always the best qualities and patterr.,
that aie bought first. Is the best
any too

states the National
Its factories turn out and never
HYOMEI directly
will.
ι manufacture.
visitor· numbered 23,000 in Arizona, 800 million
yearly, chiefly birch. reaches tl J inflamed membrane, kills
spools
103,000 in California, 140,000 in Colorado, Few woods as hard as this can be work- the germs and soothes and heals tho inII»,000 in Montana, 10,000 in New Mexico, ed with as little dulling of the tools; its flammation. Write for free trial bottle
night caught a coon.
33,000 iu Oregon, 22,000 in Idaho, 10,000
principal recommendation lies in that of HYOMEI to Booth's Hyomei Co.,'
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Bennett of Gorham, in
Utah, and 12,000 in Washington.
and, Buffalo, Ν. Y.
fact. It is handsome in color,
Ν'. H., visited relatives in this village!
Of the natural wonders and landmarks after the wood becomes seasoned, it
last week.
severof interest iu the National Forests
shrinks and warps very little. Thnt is
al have been set apart as National Monuan important consideration, because the
West Sumner.
;
ment·, among them Cinder Cone, a great delicatc machinery thai w'iuiIn ihutlireaH
Quite a Dumber of the G. A. R. men lava basin in California; the Gila Cliff would fail to work if the
spool change!
j
If your child is backward in his
attended the funeral of Stephen C. Heald
Dwellings, extensive remains of a prehis- it* shape to a perceptible d-uree.
Another toric race in New
Sumner Tuesday.
at East
the unsurnot like to study,
Mexico;
se
be
studies—does
must
for
wood
The
birch
1
spools
j
He has sung on
sweet singer is gone.
passed Grand Canyon of the Colorado, lected and handled with cire. The
or has symptoms of headache, you
Memorial Dav and at the Corp» enter- in
South
Jewel
Dakota; tree's red <lisk beartwood is objection
Cave,
Arizona;
tainments for many years; and even with Lassen
Peak, the terminus of a long line
will probably find that there is some
because it will not turn smooth in
advancing years his voice retained much of extinct volcanoes in the Cascades; the able
the lathe, and the color is not desired.
of its former melodious charm.
eye trouble.
Pinnacles, a collection of remarkable Few industries waste more wood, in
Kenneth Pulsifer, little son of II. E.
There may be no outward sign of
jagged peaks in California; and the Tonto the quantity used, than
Pulsifer, has been dangerously ill with to, a group of prehUtcric ruins in the proportion
Heartwood, knots, and
making.
spool
inflammation of the bowels. Doctors At· Tonto Forest in Arizona.
defects, yet the eyes should be exThe Big
all other defects, frequently amounting
wood and Wheeler were called. He is ;
Glacier Park, the Petrified ForTrees,
are
amined
to make sure that there is
of
the
tree,
to more than one-half
1
now convalescent.
est, the Oregon Caves, and numerous
From one-half to three-fourths
rejected.
in them.
no
fault
Mrs. A. S. Bessey of Bucktield was with other
other
to
attract
phenomena serve
of tbo remainder may go to th* refuse
her daughter, Mrs. H. E. Pulsifer, last hosts of visitors.
the
and
bars
the
in
turning
sawing
week, during the illness of little Ken- ; The sportsman finds his paradise in heap
WE GIVE SPECIAL CARE
spools. Despite this waste the paper
neth.
the National Forests. In many of them bircb does not
1
to be threatened TO CHILDREN'S EYES.
appear
to
WedBarrett
went
Portland
P. G.
big game abounds. The rangers and the with extinction. It is a fire tree—that
nesday, returning the next day.
guard·, besides the service they perform is, it spreads rapidly over spaces left
Mr. and Mr». L. P. Merrill of Rumford
S.
against the spread of fire, often point out
forest fire*. The most extenmade a short visit last week with Mrs. the best site for the camper and the vacant by
birch forests of Maine and
Merrill's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram easiest route. A record of 9,218 miles of sive paper
tracts which
Xew Hampshire occupy
Howe.
trail cut, 1,23(5 miles of road laid our, were laid bare
the great forent fires
by
Mrs. Delpbin.i Lowe, who has been and
line
miles
of
strung which
4,851
telephone
swept the regiou from 1825 to
spending the summer here, left for her tells what the Government has done in 18.57.
home in Melrose, Mass., Thursday.
the way of pushing the conveniences of
The tree is short lived. At an age
Farmers say the potato»* are rutting civilization into the
primeval forest. The when the white cedar, for example, i>
badly. In some instance»* they are half day of the wilderness of the savage and
just beginning to lay on useful wood,
SOUTH PARIS.
rotten when taken from the ground., the
pioneer is swiftly passing; the day
has passed its prime and
One man who had a large crop is offer- of the National Forests as productive the paper birch
at
still
is
for
It
is
placed
ready
decay.
ing them at 25 cents a bushel.
resources and as National
parks ap- further disadvantage by being unable to
Mrs. E. 0. Hanson of Mechanic Falls,
The report of last year's adproaches,
for light and A Medicine That Does Not Cost
trees
other
with
compete
who has spent several weeks here with ministration
by the U. S. Department of soil. It prospers when growing alone,
Mrs. R. II. Ryerson, returned to her
Anything Unless It Cures.
the
of
tho
evidences
rapidity
Agriculture
but it gives up the fight after stronger
home Friday.
The active medicinal ingredients of
transformation
it.
to
crowd
trees
Nevertheless,
begin
Sylvester Bisbee and son Clinton have
Kexall Orderlies, which are odorless,
it is believed that more paper birch is
moved into the Lydia Barrett house !
tasteless and colorless, is au entirely
Maine News Notes.
growing in the United States to-day than new
which they have rented for the winter.
discovery. Combined with other
two hundred years ago.
Or. and Mrs. Aldrich of Paris Hill j
j extremely valuable ingredients, it forms
were at the Clark house a few days last !
Tho next annual meeting of the Maine
a perfect bowel regulator, intestinal inThe Portland Wa'er district ha* j'ist
week.
Pharmaceutical Association will bo held
Kexall
vigorator and strengthened
contracted for 14 miles of pipe, '21,000 Orderlies are eaten like
Herbert Nichols of Auburn came here it Kineo on June 28, 20 and 30.
cao>ly and are
at
tons in all, at 922.40 a ton delivered
Saturday in an auto. He came here to j
their
to
notable
for
the
agreeableness
Depositors in the York Savings B.uik Westbrook. This is considered an oxissiat in repairing Horace Farrac's auto,
palate and gentleness of action. They
it Biddeford will have their accounts
low figure.
Horace Farrar has purchased another
do not canse griping or any disagreeable
icaled down 22 1-2 per ceut, on account treraely
larger car so that he now owns two,
effect or inconvenience.
}f the irregularities of Treasurer R'chwas
in
Ν
of
Dresser
Jacob
Η.,
Berlin,
Unlike other preparations for a like
tnond 11. Ingersoll, the shortage b υηιί
was
He
town Saturday.
accompanied
purpose, they do not create a habit, but
Tho bank will resumo busi*344,021.
a
by colored boy.
instead they overcome the cause of habit
es in a few days.
Mrs. Emeline Viuing and daughter,
Woman Who Uses Parisian acquired through the use of ordinary
Every
Pannie of South Weymouth, Mass., are
killed
was
Joseph Michaud, aged 5ft,
laxatives, cathartics and harsh physic,
Sage Has Plenty of It.
it Waterville Tuesday by falling under
visiting Mrs. Isabel McAllistcr.
and permanently remove the cause of
Parisian Sage will greatly improve the
Mrs. Stella Beck and little son Genie, tiiH cart while hauling gravel, one wheel
constipation or irregular bowel action.
ind Mrs. Linnie Green of Livermore passing over his chest and inflicting in- attractiveness of any person's hair in a
We will refund your money without
few
do
it
will
rid
more:
Kails are with their parents, Mr. and luries which resulted in his death a
days. It will
argument if they do not do as we say
of
the
of
Wm.
scaln
Mrs.
Glover.
ihort time later. He was driving the
every particle
disgusting they will. Two sizes, 25c. and 10c.
Misa Abbie Tuell, who has epent the ;eam in plaça of bis son who was injured dandruff; it will stop falling hair and Sold
only at our store—The K«xall
or
back.
lummer here, left last week for her ι ι few days ago.
a
He is survived by
itching scalp,
money
Chas. H. Howard Co.
Store.
Parisian Sage is a daintily perfumed
She was ac- ! iridow and 13 children.
lome in Fall River, Mass.
j
who
Miss
Tuell.
refreshing,
Emily
preparation, delightfully
sompanied by
Zeri Begin, one of the call boys for the and free from
It We Do all Kinds
will visit relatives at Miltou and Fall
grease or stickiness.
of....
Maine Central at Waterville, on Tuesday will make hair
grow.
j vas
Stiver, Mass.
on the pilot of a rapidly :
picked
up
Sold and guaranteed by Chas. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Davenport had
JOB PRINTING.
noving freight engine and carried into Howard Co. for 50 cents a large bottle.
in old fashioned husking Saturday even;he yard where he alighted uninjured
! ng.
The girl with the Auburn hair is on
After the company had finished
when the train stopped. The boy was
Atwood k Forbes South Pari·
bottle.
lusking corn an oyster and pastry sup-j itanding on the crossing
when the train every
)er was served and music was enjoyed. ;;
lulled into the yard and mistook the
;rack it was to take from the main line !
East Bethel.
He was
to
was hit by the engine.
Farmers are about all through with [
;hruwn against tho cowcatcher in such a
ι heir harvesting.
that he could hang on until the
N. F. Swan is visiting relatives at Mai- 1, way
The crossing tender
rain stopped.
len, Mass., and will later go to Washing- ainted when be saw what he
thought
on, D. C.
was a fatal accident and needed more at·
Mrs. Dollie Blake has returned from
ention than the boy.
letting relatives at Auburn.
Miss Ella Farwell has been visiting
The first day of the Topsham fair was
riends at Berlin and Milan, Ν. Η.
; ι ather more than usually prolific of sensaC. C. Kimball and daughter, Mrs. An- I ions, the unscheduled events of the day
Irew Caie, of Berlin, Χ. II., visited 1 ncluding a fight between two fakers, in
< rhich one of them
tere last week.
got his skull cracked,
double seizure of liquor from one of
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Froat and little
laughter, of Gorham, Ν. H.. visited I he midway tents, and the piling up of
ira. Frost's parents here last Saturday > I our horses with their drivers and sul- !
1
nd Sunday.
j I des in one heap on the track, besides
Mrs. Wm. C. Howe of Waltbam, Maes., < ither minor incidents. The second and
the guest of relatives here.
hird days also abounded in thrills, in- !
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Kimball, who!< luding one or two other smash-ups, aj
lave been spending their vacation here, f Ire and near-panic on the grand stand,
et umed home to Boston last Saturday, 1 be lowering of the track record twice in
There are many cases of whooping < <ne race, and two or three more pugilis(Successor to MIm S. M. Wheeler.)
ongh in thia place, and the school is of t ic encounter· on the midway, without
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buy of you will find
largest stock and a fQi|
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It's

It Grows Hair.
Here

this time the

at

Treasurer of State.

42-1

Beecher

Wise rian.

a

Because whoever you

priocipal

FORCED TO LEAVE HOME.
Every year a large number of poor
ufferers whose longs are sore and rack·
Norway Lake.
d with coughs are nrged to go to anther climate. But this is costly and
Vlotor L. Partridge and wife oarae to
ot always sure. There's a better way.
V. S. Partridge's Oot. 9th for a week or
iftt Dr. King's New Discovery care you
wo.
t home. "It onred me of Inng trouble,"
Dr. C. A. Stephens and daughter, Miss
rrites W. R. Nelson, of Calamine, Ark.,
anet C. Stephens, are at home from the
aturday.
when all else failed and I gained 47
'aciflc coaat.
H. G. Mason bas returned home from
ounds In weight. It's>«ure)y the King
Mies Alta A. Pottle and Misa'Martha
orway where he has been visiting since i
Thouf all cough and long cores."
►une came home from Intervale, Ν. H.,
ie oounty fair.
»nds owe their life and health to it. It'·
Prauk Foster is at work for Ernest. lie 13th.
Miss Clare Gammon ia stopping with ι ositlvely guaranteed for Coughs, Colds,
[orrili.
! I •a Grippe. Asthma, Croup,—all Throat
Curtis Hutchinson spent the week end ; Ira. J. L. Partridge for a while.
Mrs. Asa Froat came home from the a nd Lung troubles. 50o. and 1100.
rZ. W. Milts' in Norway.
at Portland, Ootv Otb. Her 11 rial bottle free at the store of the C.
went to Norway Oot.1
D.
I [. Howard Co.
ealth la very poor.

^^Cufbing

Treasurer's Offlce,
Augusta, Oct. 11.1910.
Pnrnoant to Chap. 9, Sec. 44, of (be Kevlaed
statutes. a' amended by Chap. 396 of the Public
Law· of 1W09, I will at tbe State Treasurer*·
of
offlce at Augueta, on tbe twenty-second «'ay
November nest, at 11 o'clock, A. M., cell and
tbe Inconvey bv deed to tbe blgbeat bld-ier, all
terest of 'he "tate In th; tract· of land hereinafter drecrlbed, l>lng In uneo-poratsd town•hip», Mid tract· having been forfeited to tbe
State for non-payment of State and Connty
Taxe* certified to tbe Treasurer of State for tbe
and
year l'JM and prerloua ye»rs. The sale
conve a nee of each tract will be made tal-ject
wboae
owner
or
the
owner
to a right In
part
right· have Ix-en furfelte··, to reileem tbe same
at any time within one year after tbe »ale by
paying or tendering to ibe purchaser bla proat
portion of what the purrhiaer paid therefor
the sa'e with Interest at the rate 'of twenty p«-r
cent prr annum from the time of sale, and one
dollar for rrlea·.·, or euch owner mav redeem
hi· ln:ereat by pa>lng at aforesaid to thTrcaaurert>f State a· provided In Chap. 9, Sec.

lightful hostelry.
If one wishes to behold the grand and
and rapidly—in some of the
steadily
Pill a bowl half full of boiling water;
from
is a favorBriggs came home
Forests at the rate of a hundred per cent beautiful in nature, autumn
into the water a teaspoonful of
Thursday to spend the win- per annum. The day seems not far dis- able time, as the rush of summer visitors pour
cover head and bowl with a
HYOMBI,
with
commune
better
ter.
tant when a million persons will annual- is over and one can
and breathe through nose and
towel,
it
moods.
Mrs. Aon Maria Parwell of Rosllndale,
her
in
nature
Try
happiest
ly visit them.
mouth the pleasant, medicated, antisepMass., is visiting her brothers, H. D.
The records show that the seasonal and see.
tic and healing vapor that arises.
locum.
S
and G. B. Mills.
two
months
use of the Forests runs fiom
This method relifves that stuffiness at
Addison S. Bean is selling a picture of in a Colorado Forest, such as the Itoutt,
once, and makes your bead feel fine.
an old engine which has a civil war hisas
such
in
an
Alaskan,
Not
months
Birch
twelve
White
to
Decreasing.
You can get a bottle of HYOMEI at
tory.
the Tonga-s. But the uses differ. In
The U. S. Department of Agriculture druggists' everywhere or at Chas. H.
Amos K. Scribner of Gorbam, X. H., Colorado the
the
entered
visitors
2,000
is authority for the statement that the Howard Co.'s for only 50 cents. Ask for
visited his brother and sister in this vil- Forest to
fish, to camp, to climb, and to paper birch, often called also white extra bottle HYOMEI Inhalent.
lage last week.
drink the medicinal waters; in Alaska birch, or canoe birch, Is one of the fenHut bear in mind that a HYOMEI outClarence E. Briggs of South Paris is the 1,000 almost solely to bunt and fish.
timber trees in this country which seem fit which includes inhaler and bottle of
hunting and trapping with bis uncle, The 21.0(H) persons who went int·» the to be
ax
anil
own
their
against
HYOMEI costs $1.00.
holding
Edwin J. Bell.
Coconiuo Forest, Arizona, duriug nine fire
however,
Tlie average
citizen,
Hut, as stated before, if you already
;
Sam Covell and wife, who have been
went to camp or to enjoy the
in
month·,
interest
no
takes
own an Inhaler, a bottle of HYOMEI
particular
probably
A.
returned
Mrs,
Dunham,
visiting
Mary
50,000 : the paper birch. Yet it is doubtful if cos s but 50 cents.
sceuery. During four months
to their home in Somerville, Mass., Sun-,
persons visited the Angeles, California. • any other kind of wood on the face of
IIYOMEI is guaranteed by Chas. Π.
I
day.
The most popular of the Forests is the the earth is found in so many house- Howard Co. and
druggists everywhere to
The Merrill, Springer Co. have sold
of
that
Pike, containing the famous peak
furnishes cure catarrh, sore throat, coughs, colds,
birch
for
paper
tbeir steam mill in this village to Henry ! name. The var ous attractions within holds;
1
most of the spools r.»arie in the United asthma and croup, or money back.
Try
and Philip Rolfe of East Waterford.
its limits, including the scenic railway, States.
it oo that generous basis.
Miss Mabel Scribner has gone out of ! drew
I
and
others.
tourists
By
10υ,000
Maine is the chief center of spool
Stomach dosing never cured catarrh,
town to work, and E. J. Bell is now !
Forest ;
without a housekeeper.
Eben H. Scribner is meeting with good
success trapping skunks, and Wednesday

STORES

BLUE

STATE OF MAINE.

hues of autumn. The scene above Rumford Palls as one passes along is diversified and constantly changing, reminding
one of views seen in tbe kaleidoscope
of our boyhood days. It was grand
beyond description. The inspired versea
of a Longfellow, tbe sublimity of
46 of the Revised Statutes.
WMttier or tbe graphic pen of a Thoreau
No tract, however, will be sold at a price less
cannot do it justice. The approach to than the full amount due thereon for tuch unHemis is wild, rough, yet there Is sub- paid -tate and Countv taxes, lnteiest and costs,
one aa described in tbe following schedule:
limity in it that inspires tbe heart of
OXFORD COUNTV.
that de'lght· In Nature's diverse charms.
Poetr hr.ve sung of the charms of
i£
sforsOU
s
"towering mountains," "primeval

The frost Wednesday night killed tentended.
der plants, but we picked marigolds
Elbert R.
Thursday, also a full blown field daisy. South Parie

Mr. Moses Cummings and Mr. Howard
Maxim have placed a line monument on
their lot in the oeraetery.
Chris
Mr.
Bryant and daughter
MassaBlanche visited relatives in
last
week.
chusetts
"Uncle Sam" Elwell is quite sick at
his daughter's, Mrs. Arthur Tracey's.
Mrs. Edith Jackson of Milton spent
Welch ville.
at Mr*. Holen Bryant's.
Horace Holmes has moved to Mechanic Tuesday
Mr.
Verano Bryant of Minnesota is
Calls.
the guest of bis cousin, Mrs. Nellie DudClifton Ames of Waltham, Mass., vie
ited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Seth ley.
Mrs. Tirrell of South Paris is visiting
Ames, last week.
her eon, Mr. George Tirrell.
The Ladies' Circle of the Μ. Ε
Mrs. Parker of Stoneham is spending
church will serve a potato supper at the
a few days at J. C. Littiefleld's.
vestry Monday evening, Oct. 10, and an
entertainment later in the eveniug.
γνογιπ tsucKTieia.
Several are at work labeling in the
Μπ·. Laura Fletcher and daughter,
corn shop.
Mrs. Lila Churchill, and two children,
who have been upending the summer in
Albany.
are visiting friends in
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Cummings have Newcorab, Ν. Y.,
the place for a few weeks before going
been staying with Arthur Morgan of
X. T., for the winter.
Greenwood for a few days. Mrs. Morgan to Glens Kails,
Mrs. Lizzie Thayer and Mrs. Fannie
committed suicide by shooting herself
the 12th, at A.
with a ritie Oct. Sth. The body was Pierce spent Wednesday,
F. Mason's.
aken to Weld for burial.
Mr. B. F. Heald aod eon attended the
Ada O. Lord visited Mrs. Ned Bartlett
funeral of Mr. Stephen Heald Tuesday.
of Bethel last week.
Mrs. Lucilla Bisbee Whitman of RumMrs. Myra I. >rd has gone to Topsham
ford Falls visited her cousin, Mrs. Koto visit her brother.
one day last week.
returned
from zetta Warren,
Maud Beckler has
New Century Pomona met with MounKineo where she has been working the
tain Grange Wean»sday, the 12tb, and
past season.
with the presence of State Master StetPeru.
son, Secretary Ε. H. Libby and A. E.
the day proved a very pleasant
Born Oct. 11th, to the wife of Fred Morse,
one for all present.
Johnston, a girl.
Sanford Conaut and son Fred were at
J. E. Conaot and son were in Kumford
Frank Heald's Sunday.
Falls the 13th on business.
Mrs. Lucia Walker, Mr. J. E. Conant
and Mrs. G. Ε Conant attended New
Mrs. L. C. Record and son of Hartford
Century Pomona Grange meeting at were at C. B. Keene's Saturday.
North Bucktield, Oct. 12tb, and reported
Farmers are selling their apples, the
a very good time.
price in general being $2.25 per barrel.
J. S. Kussell had a husking bee at bis
M. A. Warren has finished digging hie
residence Oct. 11th, sixty-four being potatoes. He has 1000 bushels.
C. B. Keene is in Sumner packing
present.
Grace Conaot called on Mrs. Eunice ipples.
Poland and Edna Kolls recently.
Mrs. Amos Foster was at ber mother's
Mrs. Η. E. Stil!man wa* io Kumford Sunday.
on
business.
Saturday
East Greenwood.
Mrs. Mary F. Robinson, wh > has been
in ill health, is improving.
Gertrude.Iudkins is stopping with her
The last report from Miss Ida Colley, ancle, Will Yates.
wh was visiting here this summer for
Archie and Fred Edgerly are at work
her health, was favorable. (1er friends it North Norway picking apples for
Vrthur Herrick.
hope she will continue to gain.
Mrs. Alva Estes is labeling in the West
East Waterford.
1'aris corn factory.
George A. Miller is in Brockton where
Emery Cole, who is stopping with his
his daughter, Mrs. Jessie Battles, is very liece, Nina Estes, picked a quart of nice
low if living.
>lackberries Oct 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Johnson and Ida
Mrs. Joseph Cummiugs has been vieitBum pus of North Fryeburg are visiting ng her mother in Sanford.
their relatives in this place.
Ed Pike recently sold his farm on
A telephone has be»«n put in C. W
*atch Mountain to Oscar Peabody.
Gammon's house, ring —12.
Flora Edgerly has gone to Hastings to
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Dean and daughter each a twelve weeks' term of school.
Myrtle of North Paris visited at J. Ε
Mrs. Geo. Tubhs is working for Mrs.
Mclntire'sa day aud a eight before at- Uton Day.
Mrs. Jane Ratcliff is stopping with her
tending the North Waterford fair.
Asst. State Dairy Instructor Redman ton Tom on Young Hill.
at
L.
E.
Mclntire's
Elias and Loring Roberts are on the
spent Tuesday night
before attending the dairy meeting at lick list.
South Waterford.
Minnie Pike has returned from a four
H. O. Rolfe is building a box shop ad
veeks' trip to Massachusetts.
Stella Swan is on the sick Hat.
joining his saw mill.
Mrs. Edwin K. Welch of Northwood,
Ν. H., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eli demons. Her husband, Prof.
Edwiu K. Welch, preceptor of Coe's
Academy, at Northwood, will join her

Bockfleld.

Bethel.

West Parte.
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gallon,
"Economy"

85c

95c
$1.20
is the latest in self

per dozen.

sealing j*rs·

Jelly Moulds, 60 eaoh, 60c per dozen.
Jelly Tumblers, tin caps, 30c per dozen.
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This October weather can't be battel
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Fred E. Hall is visiting relative

in Boston.

Ε N. Haekell
lèverai 'lays last week.
Mm

was

in Portland

\u."l Anderson ia assisting in
alter the holiday-.
the post offioe until
Mexico
Mr- Hannah Holt has goo·
Mrs. Ε Η. Dorr.
to visit her dauehter,
an.l «on Henry
Mrs Geo. K. Morton
the paat few
hive been in Beaton for
daf*
have
Mr ami Mrs. Charles K. Dunham
from * visit of a few days to
u<4«

^

re'uraed

Montreal.

Miss Vlil'lre.1 I'arlin is tending telet!».s
phone a· the ourt house dunng
term of euurt.
MrKdzar Harrows and Mrs Ε red
have been visittnjj at J. Ε. 1 tuna·
mer's the past two weeks.

President William J. Wheeler of the
Oxfor.i County Agricultural Society at·
teule.i the l"«»psham fair Wednesday.
M

E\a E. Walker enteitaioed the
her Sunday School c!aa* of
women a' her home Eriday even-

'jihers of

m

yoiiui:
ini{.

,

meei

-venin**

«
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La·Ilea of the G. A

Urr.lCh"u.berlaln
alter the

The falliDg of the leaves reveals the
year's crop of
gilterv sheen of this
br « n-rail moth nests. There are plenty
of them.

her sister io Brookline, Mass., and is ex
to return this Monday afternoon

pected

Miss Addi» L. Edgerlv is expected t«
return this Monday afternoon from .South
Weymouth, Mass., where she has spent
the summer.
Arthur Marston, who has just com
a three years' enlistment in tht
Γ ni ted States army, is with his brother,
S. X. Marston.

pleted

Mr. and Mrs Ο. II Bumpus, who have
been at their cottages at Onset, Mass.,
through the summer, are expected borne
this Monday afternoon.
You may now kill any big bull moose
that you tiud tramping around in your
garden in the early morning. Open
time on mo >se began Saturday.
the I'niversalist Sta'e
Sunday School convention in Portland
this week from tlie South Paris school
are Mrs. A.
L. Llolmes, Mrs. C. A.
Vouug, Mrs. il. M. Cuild and Miss Maud

Delegates

to

Douglass.

I

KUI.STKK

Ε

brother.

Alfred King and sister, Miss
The thoers of Hamlin Lodge, Κ οί Carrie Ktug, who have spent the HumP. desire a good attendance at their mer at Kingdale, have returned to Portof im- land.
Mit regular meeting as business
at that time.
portance will be taken up
Mrs. Arthur Pratt and son Arthur,
The rank teams are especially requested who have
passed the summer with Mrs.
U>\* present.
Pratt's sister, Mrs. W. H. Swett, returnMr*. V. P. DeCoster of Bucktield and ed to their home iu East Orange, X. J.,
In Fred Adkina of Liverroore were in Thursday.
last week. Mrs
row β two or three days
Court
Del' iter bemg a guest at Geo. R. Mor- The
Temperance Meeting.
ton's tod Mrs. Adkins visiting her sisShortly before the opening of this term
ter. Mrs J. F. Plummer.
of C"urt Hon. George D. Bisbee of Rumat South
to a friend
Mr. and Mrs. L· L. Whitman of Pa*»· ford in writing
the hope tha' we might
ijeoi, Calif., who have been with rela- Paris expressed
It
tives here for the past few weeks, left have a rousing temperance meeting.
was a rouser iu the zeal shown by the
home.
return
on
their
They
Thursday
the attendance was not
will go by the southern route, and stop speakers, though
as large as sometimes.
at various points along the way.
The meeting was called to order TuesRichard H. Gates of Stearns Hill wm day evening by Clerk of Courts Charles
in the village a few days since iu a con- F. Whitman, who called upon Rev. A.
siderably crippled condition. The cause Γ. McWhorter to offer prayer. After
of it was that he got pulled off his cart prayer Mr. Whitman spoke of the imbetween his horses while working on bis pending resubmission of the prohibitory
farm »η Tuesday, and hurt his back aud amendment, and said we are facing a
«ale and une leg.
crisis.
Rev. T. X. Kewley being called upon
Am>>ng those who attended the meetmade a good temperance talk, and exing f the State Sundav School Associaconfidence that the people of the
te α in Portland Saturday and Sunday pressed
state will support constitutional prohibiwere Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Buck and Miss
when it comes to the vote.
Mvrtle Buck, Mrs. T. M Davis, Mrs. tion
Hon George D Bisbee referred to the
Julia E. Abbott, and Mrs. II. A. Morton.
old-fashioned
meetings,
temperance
Mrs. Lucy Lufkin of North Yarmouth which used to be held in every school
this
town
iu
ha* been visiting relatives
district, and which created a public senand Norway for the past few days. She timent for temperance that was a great
ιβ a sister of W. H. Porter of Norway
support to him during the six years he
and the late C. N. Porter of South l'aris. served as county attorney iu this county.
Although she is 90 years of age, and line Then, be said, peopie got the idea that
buried tive husbands, Mrs. Lufkin is thev were going to make a law that
•till vigorous snd active.
would work automatically, like a trap,
had to do after they
Arthur V. Barker and his family of and all that they
law was to sit back and
Bethel left on Friday for the state of bad made the
watch it work. We ought not to depend
Washington, where tbey expect to make
and act
their home. For a number of years Mr. ou the law, bu: talk temperance
the officers
Barker, while retaining hie residence in temperance, and support
no
There's
Bethel, has been employed as saw tiler with public sentiment.
enforcement if there is
in the factory of the Paris Manufactur- trouble about
Don't
sentiment to back it up.
ing Co. here, and is an expert in bis the
to come.
Begin
trade. He expect# to secure» employ- wait for resubmission
now to create a public sentiment with
ment m the large lumbering industries
which to meet it.
of Washington.
Mr. Whitman said he didn't believe it
The South Paris men who are officers made a particle of difference to "that
of
of Oxford R. A. Chapter
Norway- little fellow" who is county attorney
were at
Dr. H. P. Jones' cottage on whether he had public sentiment behind
Pennesseewassee Lake Sunday to dinner
him or not, as long as he was enforcing
Dr. Junes, the present High Priest of the law.
the chapter, entertained the present and
Rev. E. A. Davis paid his special rea few of the past officers of the chapter
j
spects to the Vermont license law now
t> a dinner of oysters and other good iu
force, which he had heard highly apthings, aud a party numbering twentyVermont is bis home etate,
one found the occasion a very pleasant and he bad bad special opportunity to
one.
learn the workiugs of the law, and be
that there is as much illeThe Seneca Club is entertained this was satisfied
in Vermont now as there was
Monday evening by Mrs. Haskell and gal selling
to the
Mrs Shurtleff at Mrs. Haskell's. The under prohibition, in addition
sale. He spoke earnestly for
special topic for consideration is Ontario legalized
and the Canadian Northwest, auil the temperauce and prohibition.
Alton C. Wheeler urged that we must
programme includes, roll call, with quois. There is a
tations from Harriet Beecher Stowe; face the situation as it
is
sketch of Mrs Stowe, Miss Wheeler; fight before us. "Personal liberty"
of prohibiOttawa, the Capital of Ontario, Mrs. the slogan that the enemies
We need u^t be
Kastmau; Toronto aud Manitoba, the tion are reiterating
let us not be
Province of Wheat, Mrs Haskell; Winni- unduly pessimistic, but
over-confident. Let us not think we can
peg, Mrs. Barnes.
wio without a fight, and a fight against
A hearing will be held by the fish and all the power and the resource# of the
game commissioners at the court houe*· liquor interests.
on Wednesdav. Oct. 19, at 3 o'clock ρ
Hon. James S. Wright «aid it is easy
Ue
* οα a petition for certain regulations to talk temperance and do no more.
of ti*hing in Little Concord and Sbagg defended the Sturgis law as a law that is
afnot
does
and
Ponds in Woodstock. The petition asks made for lawbreakers,
that the close time on those ponds shall fect us in Oxford County or elsewhere if
be from Sept. 1st to June 1st; that the the laws are enforced. He was always
tributaries of Shagg Pond be closet! to opposed to resubmission, and he remindall Ashing; and that not more than three ed his hearers that there is a campaign
trout and salmon can be taken by any before us that is no boys' play.
on- person in
Brief comments by Mr. Whitman, Mr.
any one day from said
Bisbee and Mr. Kewley closed a lively
potids.
Mr*.

proved.

Γ

Miemh

of the Christian Kndeav
or s
v a;.· packiug a box of clothing
■
I >r. Grenfell Mission.
LaK-,(i r The people there are in great
®e·
warm clothing.
They ask aid ol
all the lUiiinbers of the church and anj
one who is interested iu this work
Thtreis especially great need for warn
mittens, stockings, underwear, cups, likt
the stocking or
toboggan cap, shirts and
**eaters for men, warm skliU anti
waists for ladies,
baby olothes, hospi'a'
slnrts for men. Any article may be lefi
a;
Henry Muzzy'i, Main Street.
r*

Advertised letters and cards in Soutl
Pari, post ..ffioo Oct. 17:

ÎJI*
y*t>el Keanlnon.
E't Mine*.
Mn. AM,* Ku»l«r.

session.

Spof for d

Sessions.

solemnized

home wedding
Hillside Avenue
resideuce on
October 15th, at half
evening,
Saturday
when Adoniram Judson
past seven,
Mas·., and Mrs.
Spotford of Hopedale,
Nancy G. Sessious of South Pari·, wers
united In marriage by Rev. Chester Gore
Miller in the preseuce of a few intimate
friends aod near relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Spofford were friends iu
their school days and had not met in fifty
The
summer.
years until the past
old-time
pleasure in the renewal of their
friendship being mutual they decided to
lives together.
pass the evening of their
Mr. Spofiord's boyhood home was in
Milton Plantation, but he weut to Hopedale when quite a young man, where he
has always resided aud been successful
in his business putsaits, and that is
where they will make their home.
Immediately alter the ceremony a
*
we«'
«upper was served, oovers being
*
'tor supper a social
the guests deA

at

quiet

was

.IURT.

FIRST

UISTtlirr.

Mrs. H. M. Wheeler went ta Bangor
last Tuesday.

the

s*ppy year·»

The M. K. church people are Improving the entrance to their ohnrch with
new

Κ. Κ. I>ay, Bum ford, Foreman.
Klllx Κ Klak··, Denmark.
J. Herbert Carter, Bethel.
E. C. Ruzzell, Fryehurir.
.1. wilile Dunham. Dlxtlelfl.
Perle? C. French, Oxfor>l.
Elbrtdge ttammon. Norway.
William F. Keidsll, Bethel.
Oscar L. Newell, Sumner
Charles A WakefleM, i'orter.
W. W. Wutson, Water font.
Leslie C. Whitman, Greenwood.
SECOND

JURY.

Ernest F. Clason, Paris, Foreman.
WI ! 1 P. Andrews, Woodstock.
S. U. ISean, Albany.
Carl C. Blake. BrownfleUl.
Ε. A. Bradford, Hebron.
Oscar R. Delano. Peru.
E. 0. Farnum, Kumford
George A. Holmes, Hartford.
S. P. Rand, Andover.
Ullliert W. Tlltan. Buekdelil.
William Walker, Mexico.
Charles A. Young, Parts.
SUFKRNUMBKARIKS.

Alfred B. Hebbard, Norway.
Kntleld S. Plummer, Sweden.
Abbott A. Russell, Canton.

The deputy sheriffs in attendance are
Harry I) Cole, jailer, L. L. Niles of
Kumford, J. M. Bartlett of East Stoneham, and James M. Day of Bryant's
Fond.
Tbe docket was called, and a trial list
was made up.
Judge Cornish informed
the bar at the start that the civil cases
must be put in'o the tirst week, as with
the amount of criminal business it would
be necessary to begin on it Monday
morning of the second week. Accordingly the trial list covered only the first
week, and was practically all in the last
three days of the week. No one is ever
ready to try his case before Thursday

auy way.
As made up, the trial

list contained
thirty-five or more cases, but it was evident that few of them were actually for
trial.
There was little to do Tuesday afternoon, except a hearing before Judge
Cornish iu a suit brought by the Cleveland I'eeumatic Tool Co. of Boston
against the U. S. Nickel Co. of which
W. N. McCrillis of Kumford was president. The suit was for the price of a
pneumatic drill shipped by the Cleveland Co. to the Nickel Co. for trial, to
b>* returned if not satisfactory. The
machine was pronounced uot satisfactory, but was not returned until a long
time after the proper time had expired.
Blanchard appeared for the Tool Co.,
and Stevenson for the Nickel Co.
Jndge Cornish ordered judgment for
the plaintiff.
Wednesday morning the naturalization
petitions were taken up, aud five men
were admitted as citizens, after they and
their witnesses had been fully examined
by Judge Cornish as to their qualifications for citizenship. They are Giovanni
Bussolari of Kumford, a native of Italy;
Andrew Andersou of Kumford, a native
of Sweden; Hiram Scovil Ste«ves of
Mexico, a native <>f Canada; William
Henry Denniugs Smith and John Gabriel
McKay of Norway, both natives of Nova
Scotia.
The cases assigned for trial were otherwise disposed of before they were reached until Friday, so that for the first three
days of tbe terra it was merely necessary
to excuse tbe jurors nntil the next day.
Friday morning there was opened the
case of
NORWAY

V9.

ΜΙΝΟΓ.

This was a suit brought by the town
of Norway against the town of Minot, to
recover for pauper supplies furnished a
man commonly known as "Will Work,"
but who stated on the stand that his
The aid
name was Willie H. Works.
was furnished by tbe town of Norway during the year 1909.
Works was a native of Vanceboro, but
his father died when he was a child, and
he came with bis mother to western
Maine. They lived at different times in
Norway and Oxford, and in 'he late
nineties went to Minot, where the mothTbe son, who works at
er died in 11101.
various kind· of job· when he works,
and seems not to be over-industrious,
remained in the family of au undo in
Minot for a while after his mother's
death, finally leaving there early In 1903
Sine·· that time
at the family's request.
he has been in various places, in Miuot
and elsewhere. The question at issue
was whether he had a continuous resiconsecutive
dence in Minot for five
years, so as to have a pauper settlement
in that town, The case therefore depended upou fixing tbe dates of hi· becoming a resident of the town and leaving It. Works' memory is very foggy,
his mother is dead, and outside testimony
bad to be the chief reliance.
A. J. Stearns and J. M. Libby for Norway; Wright for Minot.
The case was completed Friday except the judge's charge, whiob was given
Saturday morning. Tbe jury was out
less than an hour before returning a
verdict for 'he plaintiff for 1139 38
On the first day of the court Judge
Cornish announced that be would hear
the divorcee all together on some day
toward the last of the term. As there
was so much time available, he departed
from this plan sufficiently to hear one or
two old cases daring the first of tbe
week, and a few of the new ones on Saturday. H· baa nut as yet made any decree·, but baa simply heard the testimony.

bezzlement.

The Beal's Hotel bas furnished firstclass entertainment for those attending
court during the October term.
BeDj. F. Richardson raised about
three hundred bushels of potatoes this
season besides his other farm crops.
Henry J. Bangs and wife were in Boston during tbe week on a business and

^Thomas

pleasure trip.

ι
ι

for $12.

PIANO, just tuned,

Executive Com.—PreeWent and

Under tbe terms of oar contract, the oyster planters
and shippers are bound to ns to observe specified restrictions covering the growing, shucking and ship-

STEVENS TARGET RIFLE,
good as new, cost $35, for $10.
Old fashioned DESK, colonial.

Nov,

Auction

A. D.
AND

PARK.,

Vlce-Preel-

dent, Mr·. Stephen B. Cummlng·, Mr·. Hiram
Llbby, and Mr·. Mary Cole.
A fire at the Dearborn place near the
some
corn shop Wednesday
caused
alarm. It caught about tbe chimney
and wax soon extinguished.
Rally Day at the Unlversalist Sabbath
Tbe proSchool was well attended.
gram was:
Soucr, Onward, Chfletlan Soldier·.
f1*00'
Devotional exercise·, Superintendent and School.
School.
Song, Brightly Gleam· our Banner·,
L.

BuMnees.

TASTE the

for Fall

display

NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,

The addition of water is absolutely

JONQUILS, Etc,,

This system enables

us

to

deliver

ters to our customers as pure, fresh
sea flavor as when eaten

greenhouse,

genuine

ConToî

|

|

and full of tbe
from the shell.

F. N. WRIOHT, Grocer,

For Sale.
Chestnut Mare, 1300 lbs., six
yt'ars old, 1 two-year-old colt, single
driving harness, ridi lg wagon and
ι

sleigh, nearly
12-Λ

(F

PARIS TRUST COMPANY.
years ago, and ha>
a
year and
a half.
Since the first day there has been a steady
growth in the '"limber of depositors and the volume of
business, which far exceeds the expectations of the organBANK
rpHIS
been doing

Bev. W. 0. Curtis.

Conference Sormon,
Communion.

The Orono correspondent of the Old
Town Enterprise states that President
Graham of tbe Bangor Railway & Electric Co. has secured a 60-day option on
the Basin Mill property of the James
Walker Co., secured by a bond of $5000.
Mr. Graham baa nothing to aay about
what hia plans are for the future of this
property if he purchases it. It is now
aimply in the bands of the engineers to
see bow much power can be developed
The property is one of tbe best on the
river and baa been the envy of all mill
owners for years, the correspondent
writes. The price to be paid runs, ac
cording to reporta, from 1200,000 to

We
IF

IF
IF

A

WORLD'S BEST.
No one has ever made a salve, ointment or balm to compare with Bncklen's
Arnica Salve. It's the one perfect healer
of Cuti, Corns, Burns, Bruises, Sores.
Ulcers, Eczenn, Salt
Scalds, Boila,
Sores,
Rheum. For Sore Eyes, Cold
Chapped Hands, or Sprains, it's supreme
the
at
Infallible for Piles. Only 25c.
pharmacy of the C. H. Howard Co.

Another Italian murde %t Mlllinocket

Sunday,

as

tbe

aeqnel

to

ihriatenlng.

i

you from

SEE

AND

US.

PARIS.

MAINE.

I*

*

Suits

IT'S

TO your interest to be well dressed ;
Never before has
ours to help you.

this store been
you dress

so

right

well

as

prepared

now.

arrived suits, created for

us

to

help

These freshly

by

Hart, Schaffner & Marx,
the world's
full of

greatest clothes makers,

are

ideas for man's peace

and

new

comfort.

You'll find them different from

IVpw Dress

I I'vTT

WHEN YOU WEAR THEM
YOU'LL BE WELL DRESSED.

H. B. FOSTER,
PRICE

ONE

CLOTHIER,

5Tou

are sure

of

Trimmings

Dress

_

.

Colorings.

purchase a new
suit this fall, get it early if you
wish to save money. Many, if
not all, will cost more for re-

If you

are

going

to

orders.
Sincerely

yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Maine.

Norway,

SMILEY

Goods

_

In the New Dark Rich Fall

all other clothes.

Warm Underwear

SffOE

Amumnr?m?nt

"BERKSHIRE"
THE RELIABLE KIND.
good quality, comfortable and

TYLES better than

you
perfect fitting hosiery and underwear, if sale
of
back
where,
too,
every
at
Smiley's
buy
is a guarantee of satisfaction.

Factory e qui£feed
with new machinery

ever.

LADIES' HOSE, fleece and wool,
UNION SUITS, eoft fleece lined,
ribbed or hemmed top, in regular and
in
Merino
finish,
coarse
and
ribbed,
fine
in the fleeced
natural and bleached, extra quality 11.00. out sizes, 25c, other grades

^

W

15c.

fleeced,

with

All meth-

^ throughout.

ods of manufacturing

M

50i—style

improved

ψ

proportion—value

direct

in

Smart—Stylish and Flexible to the last degree. The new
models on display today. Youre
cordially invited to inspect them.
too.

J. F.

Plummer,

Clothier and Furnisher,

31 Market

South Paris.

Sq.,

eize.

Women's Boots $2.00.
We have for

women a

line of Boots and Oxfords called

PRINCESS LOUISE
which
are

Money-Maker All Equipped |

Station

net

HAVE MONEY TO INVEST.
WANT TO BORROW MONEY.
WANT TO OPEN A CHECK ACCOUNT,

YOU
YOU
YOU

SOUTH

88

ture for 15 cows: 80 sere· wood and tlml>er, I
valuable crowthof pine; attractive 9 room house.
40x70 ft. biro, clapboar ed, painted, spllt-ston·
cellar; carriage. Ice and store bouses new ann
ρ tinted ; n-ar charming lakes, S-4 mile to dt pot
and all advantage. ; It's a beautiful estate,
charming in all lis kurroun<llngs; for all deuil»
■ and traveling Instructions tor this at only $4,«00
and
others from 11,800 ap with picture», see ρ >ge
ι
14, "Strout's Biggest Farm Bargains," copy free
E. A. 8TROUT,
314, Kent's Hill, Maine
1
43

legitimate business,

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

we

sell for $2.00, and

worth the

we

price—every pair

want to

is

a

say that

b?rgain.

they

We have

them in many styles—button and lace and all kinds of
stock. They are as good as some that are being sold for
$2.50. Glad to show them any time. This is the place

Income Last Year $3,371.
$3,000 worth personal pro>>erty thrown In by
with 188-acre farm; pair 3.600 ;h
owner
aged
horses, 5 yonng cows, hogs, poultry, firming I
ma hloery, Implement··, etc., hay, large crop?
potatoes corn tx-an*, etc 40 acres In De d*, pâ-

ΙΤ'ίΓτΗΕ

It is the purpose of

sell you first-class bonds that will

can

COME

aged i )eare.
In Andover, Oct. 10, Mrs. Charlotte Merrill
aired M years.
In North Rumford, Oct. 7, Preston O. Howard

$250,000.

is due to the confidence

have in the bank.

4 per cent to 5 per cent.

CHILDREN'S HOSE, fleeced and wool,
the hemmed or ribbed tope, with black in fine and coarse ribbed, 50c, 37 l-2c and
Dresser, aged
In Lovell, Sept. 21, Henry
or white foot, in regular and out sizes, 25c, other grades 15c and 12 1 2c.
years.
In Br>.wnfleld, Oct. β, Edward Wentworth,
Π l-2c and 50c.
In Noiwav, Oct. 7, Edith May Jacobs, Infant
INFANTS' FINE CASHMERE HOSE
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jacob·, aged 1
tan and black,
month, 14 days.
LADIES' WOOL HOSE, fine quality, in pink, blue, white, red,
In G or ham, Ν. H. Oct. 9, Abner C. Llbby,
Infants'
with silk heel and toe, 25c.
and
50c
double
soles,
heels,
84
Locke's
Mills, aged year*.
formerly of
high spliced
15c.
In Hartford, Oct. 8, Infant son of Fred Bryant,
wool
black
hose,
l-2c.
and
37
for
25c
75c, other grades
F.

two

little more than

growth

This

community

a

come this way, and to do a safe and
consistent with conservative banking.

Iu East Bethel, Oct. 8, James Madison Bart-1 25o and 33c.
leu, aged 57 years.
In Greenwood, Oct. 8, Mrs. Arthur I. Morgan.
LADIES' UOSE, double
In Kezar Falls, Oct 9, George W. Wadlelgh,

aged 90 years.

business

the directors to conduct the business of the bank in such a
should naturally
way as to secure all of the business that

CHILDREN'S WOOL VESTS AND
LADIES' VESTS AND PANTS In the
PANTS in natural and white, of fine
with
finish,
good
ribbed, well fleeced,
Australian wool, 35c up, according to

Died.

organized

was

izers of the bank.

that the

UNION SUITS, several grades Id
LADIES' HOSE in tan, gray and balwhite
wool, heavy and light weight, in
fleece lined, 25c.
brlggan,
inly, 11.50, *1.87, $2.00.
CHILDREN'S UNION SUITS, fleeced
in
UNION SUITS, several grades
lined, soft finish, double thread and covlight, medium and fleece lined, among ered seams, 50c.
Parle.
59c.
and
Discussion.
is the Oneita, 50c
In Dlxlleld, Oct. 11, by Rev. W. K. Gaekln, ;hem
MISSES' RIBBED WOOL UNION
II.00. Laymen's Part In Advancing the KlugMr Thoma* P. Holt and vies Mary 8. Stowell.
dom of God,
Held.
of
Γ>1χ
both
VESTS AND PANTS, in SUITS, not of a heavy weight, but warm
LADIES'
(a) From tbe Viewpoint of the 9. S. SuperIn Kethel, Oct 4, by Rev. C. L. Banghart, Mr.
Ε. N. Swett.
intendent,
Harold L. Powers and Ml«a Millie Oliver, both heavy weight wool, in natural and white, and comfortable, 11.00.
(b) From the Viewpoint of the Buslnei-s of Bethel.
Bowler.
K.
C.
Man,
with soft finish, 91.00 each, finer grade,
MISSES' JERSEY VESTS AND
Id Portsmouth, Ν. Η by Rev Chartes H. F.m
(c) From the Viewpoint of a Womau,
New > ork. formerly
and $1.50.
Mrs. Annie Barnes. mom·, Mr. Clark G. True of A.
$1.25
PANTS, fleece lined, dizes 2 to 15 yrs.,
Kdwards of Bosof Norway, and Miss I.elta
Discussion.
ten, ftn-inerly of Oxford.
12 00 Dinner.
LADIES' VESTS AND PANTS, extra 25c each.
In llrldgton, Oct. 1, by Rev. S. E. (.each, Mr.
of Brldgton and Miss Florence
CHILDREN'S VESTS AND PANTS
WKDHKSDAT AFTERNOON.
Harry Lee GrayDenmark.
fleeced, in fine and coarse ribbed
quality
A va Marble of
1.45. Praise and Prayer Service,
and white, don't (ail to see double fleeced, extra weight, 25c up, acRev. J G. Fisher, Mr
natural
Oct.
bv
In
In
Mexico,
8,
Bev. H. L. Packard.
Arthur C. Fros1. and Miss Blanche L. Kenerson, I
2.00. Unfinished Business.
this line at 50c and 59c ft garment.
cording to size.
of nixfleld.
Adjournment.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

new.

F. H. DkCoster, South Pairs

"kills

2.15.
2.45.

Call at our store and see for yourself how we handle Sealshipt Oysters.
While there, ssk for a free copy of
bonk "Seaside
new
our
Oyster
Dishes" which contains scores of
appetizing shore recipes.

PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS,

|

boih

the same and are the same.

"Seaside Oyster Oishes" FREE

prohibited.
Sealsbipt Oys-

Oeoi^e

time^

taste

day

We pay for the solid meats only;
we deliver only solid meats t<· you.
We do not ask you to pay full price
for common tub oysters wtich are
half water.

As a protection to the public, our contract binds us
to sell Sealsbipt Oysters only, and to sell them from a
case and to
cleanly blue and white porcelaiu
keep them thoroughly iced from the outside as in
traneit.

Planting and Winter Forcing,

Qieetlon'exerclses,

Assault with inspeak to the Federation of Women's
tent to kill upon James H. Glover. Not Clubs on
Japan. Mrs. Seitz has recently
k
visited that country and tbe talk will be
Herman Littleliale.
Breaking and of creat importance.
entering and larceny. Not guilty.
Nye Gilbert of the Rochester, Ν. H.,
Arthur Tucker of Paris.
Breaking Courier, is epending hie two weeks' vaand entering and larceny. Not guilty. cation with hie
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
D. Stanley Jackson.
Breaking auil Charles Gilbert, oo Water Street. Mr.
entering and larceny. Not guilty.
Gilbert was at "ne time employed at the
D. Stanley Jackson. Common seller. Advertiser office.
Notguil'y.
Mr*. Marv Russell and daughter Rosie
Jackson.
D Stanley
Single sale. have moved into Geo. Thompson's house
on Maple Street.
There was general comment in the
Lottie Grant and son Roger of free
court room on the youthful appearance
port are guests of Mrs. W. S. Chandler
of the long string of respondents who for a few
days.
At
were in court Saturday afternoon.
George Pike has greatly improved the
least half of them are hardly more thau
appearance of the Upper Fiddvville
boys, and though most of them were barn with a new coat of paint. George
answering to the charge of breaking and is an artiet, truly.
entering, they are by no means a vicious
Mrs. Emma J. Bickford is in Hanover,
looking lot.
Mans., where "he is visiting her daughter, Mrs. M. H. Carroll, for two weeks.
Mrs. A. J. Nevers and her daughter,
Monday morning at the opening of the
fl· Mrs. L. II. Cnshman, are visiting Mrs.
court, the two ^Italians indicted
murder, Giuseppe Pietrantouio and, (Nevers' son, Dr. Harry Nevers, in LawCarmelo Puiia, pleaded guilty to man- rence, Mass.
Charles S. Akers will attend the meetslaughter. and the plea was accepted by
the state. They will be sentenced later ing of the New England Postmasters'
Association at the American House, Bosin the term.
not ton, Oct. iy.
Pietrantonio pleaded
Rmaldo
A party consisting of Mr. and Mr*
guiltv to an indictment for assault.
Laurin 1 atkas, Henry B. Foster, Dr. and Mr«. Frank Ν
Stevon Petranskas,
Herman Llttlehale, and Arthur Tucker, Barker and Dr. and Mrs. Bial F. Bradwho had pleaded not guilty on Satur- bury enjoyed a hunting trip in Upton
during the week. This party takes thin
day, retracted and pleaded guilty.
Will Morrill and James Ο Connell trip each fall.
Charles L. Hathaway was called to
pleaded not guilty to the charge of larBoston Saturday by the death of his sisceny of $45 DO from the person of
W. Morey of Waterford, on the 13th of ter, Mrs. A. E. Briggs. Interment was at
Grove cemetery Monday.
September, at South Parie.
I Pine
The usual large number of Norway
Adelaide Guimond pleaded guilty to
citizens attended the world's fair at
an indictment for adultery.
| North Waterford
Saturday.
Stared Assembly of Oxford Council,
Funeral of S. C. Heald.
and
Select Masters, will be
Ν». 14, Royal
East Sumxkh, Oct. 11.
held at Masonic Hall Friday evening,
Id addition to the report of theeud- Oct. 21st.
ντι
den death of Stephen C. Heald in last
Stella Pike and her sister Nina have
week's issue of the Democrat, it may he taken the tenement on Dreriug Street
stated further that the high estimation
receutly vacated by J. P. Milliken, who
and respect in which the deceased was has leased the John Twombly place on
held, was evinced at the funeral services Danforth Street.
held at the Congregational church on
Mrs. Lucy Bonner of Waldoboro is the
Tuesday forenoon.
euost of her sister, Mrs. V. W. Hills.
The church was Ailed with sympa- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Phelps of Boston
thizing and appreciative friends to also made Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hille a
render their tribute of respect, and the short visit this week.
services were very fitting and impressive,
Mail carrier, Fred H. 1 erry, R. F. O.,
being conducted by the pastor, Rev. S. in enjoying his fifteen days' vacation.
of
Ilibberd
Former
Eaton.
C.
pastors
Mrs. Perry takes his place for that
Gorham and Rice of Auburn occupied
The annual convocation of Oxford
seats on the platform, and each made1
Chapter, No. 29, was held Wednesday
tender and impressive allusions to the
evening and the following officers electnoble character and moral worth of the ed :
deceased.
H. P.—W. P. Morton.
The G. A. R. Post, the Odd Fellows,
K.—W. Ii. Merrill.
8.—A. B. Forbes.
the church and the grange of which the
—J. N. Favor.
Tress
deceased was an honored and faithful
member, also the Relief Corps, were
Finance-il. D. Smith, C. II. Adam·
each well represented, and the expressive j and A. W. Walker.
features of all showed that they realized
REACHING THE TOP.
their great loss of a valued and devoted
member.
Tbe profuse floral tributes ! in any calling of life, demands a vigoralso testified to the high esteem of tbe ous body and a keen brain. Without
But Electric
departed, and tbe event was one of the health there in no success.Health
Builder
most impressive ever experienced here. Bitters is the greatest
Mr. Heald was 75 years of age on June the world has ever known. It compels
12. H. Hersey Heald, one of tbe re- perfect action of stomach, liver, kidneys,
maining brothers at Saudwich, Mass., bowels, purities and enriches the blood,
whole system
was
present at the funeral although tones and invigorates the
stand the wear and
nearly 82 years of age. Oscar F., anoth- and enables you to
Two tear of your daily work. "After months I
er brother, resides in the far west.
Trouble,"
of suffering from Kidney
sisters are also located West.
writes W. M.Sherman, of Gushing, Me
"three bottles of Electric Bitters made
Oxford Congrega tional Conference.
50c. at the C.
me feel like a new man."
The Oxford Congregational Conference H. Howard Co.
pharmacy.
holds its semi-annual meeting with the
South Paris church, Tuesday and WedWith the thumb of his right hand in
the trigger guard of a cheap 32-calibre
nesday, Oct. 25 and 26. Programme:
revolver and a bullet bole in the center |
TUESDAY FORENOON, OCT. 25.
of his forehead, the body of an unknown
H. L. Home.
10.30. Devotional,
man was found in the woodstack of Ever-1
10.45. Organization anil business.
green Cemetery at Portland Wednesday.
11 00. Echoes from the Boston meetings.
12.00. Dinner.
There was nothing in the pockets that
would lead to identification.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON.
Bev. 8. C. Eaton.
I.45. Devotional,
A MURDERER.
2.00. Woman's Hour,
( onducted by the Woman's Missionary Union.
is Appendicitis I
murderer
A
merciless
Conthe
3.00. How May We Improve
County
Bev. Β .1. Bruce. with many victims. But Dr. King's New
ference?
3.45. Examination of Mr. I'aul Bochlnnl.
Life Pills kill it by prevention. They
s.OO. Ordination of Mr. Paul Bochlunl.
gently stimulate stomach, liver and
Voluntary ami Doxology.
Bev. H. L. Packard. bowels, preventing that clogging that
Invocation,
Anthem.
invites appendicitis, curing Constipation,
8cr1be.
of
the
Council,
Beading Minutes
25η. at
Chills.
Bev. W. C. Curtis. Headache, Bilinuaness,
Scripture Beading,
Bev. Vincent Castellurcl. the pharmaoy of the C. H. Howard Co.
Prayer,
Wheeler.
Miss Sue
Solo,
Sermon, Bepie rotative Teachers' Bible
Born.
Training School.
Ordaining Prayer.
Bev·. Fisher. Julln, Eaton, Bruce.
Oct. 12, to the wife of Guy
In
South
l'art·,
B'ght Hand fellowship,
Wllda.
Bev. A. T. McW hotter. Cole, a daughter, Florence
In West Bethel, Oct. 7, to the wife of William
Bev. Charles Harbuu.
Charge to Pastor,
Bennett, a daughter.
Hymn.
In Newport, Oct. 9, to the wife of Bay E.
Closing Prayer and Benediction.
a eon.
Bev. Paul Bochlnnl. Cotton of Paris,
In Bethel, Oct. 10, to the wife of Arthur BuxWEDNESDAY FORENOON, OCT. 26.
ton, a daughter.
In Peru, Oct. 11, to the wife of Fred Johnston,
Mrs. T. S. Barnes.
8.15. Praise and Prayer,
Cecil C. Sweatt a daughter.
Work of the Κ. Ο. Κ. Α.,
In
the
United
Work
States,
9SX). Italian
Bev. W. W. Plraxilnl, D. D., New York City.
Married.
9.45. Business.
10.00. The Sunday Evening Meeting,
(a) How Make It Attractive for Toung
in South Pari·, Oct. 15, by Rev. Chester Gore
Bev. J. G. Fisher.
People?
Mr. Adonlram J. Spofford of Hopedale,
(b) How Make It a Means of Boachlng the Miller, and Mra.
Nancy G. gestions of South
Bev. S. C. Kuton. Mau.,
Unchurched?

They

store

EASTER LILIES, TULIPS,

ft.

were

and ARE the same as the
dredged from the deep.

We demand that the oysters be delivered at nnr
with this seal unbroken; that the oysters shall
be kept thoroughly iced from the outside every mile
of the journey from the sea coast.

FLOWER8.

BULBS

Remark·',

Saturday evening, Oct. 22, at
Grange Hall, Mrs. Don. C. Seltz will

CUT

same

they

ALSO

l&marke

W.C. Leavltt.
Mre. Addle Danforth.
Kmll C. Henna.
Remark·,
Biblical people and places.
Conducted by 8. B. Cummin*·.
Pastor.
Lesson,
Class conferences with teacher·.
Distribution of souvenir·.
Charles F. Rldlon. Clerk.
Roll Call of Classes,

OTHER

OYSTERS

SEALSHIPT

Day.

AU

5th,

Advertising.

Wait (or

of Sealsbipt Oyster*—oysters a· their best.
We demand that as soon an the oysters are takeu
from tbe oceao beds, tbey shall be sbucked, given a
quick wash with pure, fresh water to remove any particles of shell, and the solid meats immediately
packed in eterilized, air-tigjt steel containers and
sealed.

coast.

$500,

cost

/or $100.

You.

ping

registered agents of Tbe Sealsbipt Oyster
System, wbicb embrace· tbe cream of tbe oyster
shippers in tbe very best oyster districts on tbe
We are

ORGAN, small, fine condition,

Means To

It

Is—What

It

cost

for $20.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

President—Mrs. Jame· Dan forth.
Vice-President— Mr·. E. F. Rlcknell.
Secretary—Mr». Alice Oxnard.
Treasurer— Mr·. George I.
Camming·.

On

Lanigan

$165,

ι
ι

What

ORGAN, fine condition,

ι

On Tuesday the Unlversalist Mission
Circle held its annual meeting at tbe 42tf
parsonage. Officers elected :

Not guilty.

John Lord of Rumford. Larceny of
furniture. Guilty.
...
>»
Thomas Lanigan of Oxford. Assault
upon James H. Glover of Oxford. Not

SEE!

steps.

George H. Bennett is enlarging his
Whitman Street property and Porter
Seavey is building on the adjacent lot.
Several new boat bonses and landings
are being built at the lake cottages.
Tim Heath and crew are putting in a
split stone foundation (or Herbert P.
Frost's stable on Bridge Street.

The busiest part of the court, for mosi
tinue until that also is disposed of.
The term will be materially shortened of the time, was the grand jury room
The jury made good hours and kepi
by the plea of manslaughter made by the
at it from
Tuesday forenoot
two respondents iu murder cases Moo- closely
until about 11 o'clock Saturday foreday nmruiug. and accepted by the court noon when
they reported and were ex
Instead of two murder trials there will
be Done, and the number of respondents cused for the term.
The
indictments
The list
number 34.
who have pleaded guilty in other cases
wan not made public.
indicates that the term will not be proAt the opening of the session Saturtracted.
day afternoon, the prisoners held in jail,
Prayer by R<*v. Chester Gore Miller except the two Italians charged with
opened the October term of court Tues- murder, were brought in to be arraigned.
day morning, immediately after Judge The arraignments and pleas were:
Cornish had ascended the bench and the
Laurin
Not
Patkas.
Adultery.
usual proclamation had been made by guilty.
the crier.
Stevon Petranskas.
Mo'
Larceny. v
In the course of the preliminary for- *
malities Judge Cornish took occasion to
Grace Delano and Gertrude Perham.
compliment the county commissioners Keeping home of ill fame. Not guilty.
and the county on the appearance of
Earle Witham and
Maker.
Frank
the court room, which has been entirely Breaking and entering and
larceny.
last
term
of
decorated since the
court. Both guilty.
lie white of
The walls were originally
Richard T. Greene and Charles West.
the plastering, and until this year re- Breaking and entering and larceny, in
tained so much of that color as was not the store of Francis D. Swan in Kryeobscured by the unavoidable grime burg. Both guilty.
New seats have also been placed for the
Alfred Gauthier of Rumford. Larceny
public, and the furniture of the court of a horse. Guilty.
room has been grained, making a great
Napoleon Caservant of Rumford. Em-

The Fan Tans are asked to meet with
Mrs. Bowker Tuesday evening of this
week, Oct. 18, at 7 o'clock. This is the improvement.
r> gular night,
the third Tuesday, and
The grand jurors summoned at this
as this is to be a business meeting, it is
term were empaneled as follows:
asked if every Fan Tan won't please be
OU· Andrews, Lovell, Foreman.
present.
C. R. Abbott, Kumford.
Wlnthrot» M. Andrews, DlxHeld.
A mothers' meeting under the auspices
Κ red L. Berry, l'art·».
of the W. C. T. U. will be held at the
Freeman Cbiunberlaln, Urowndeld.
RlbrtdM G. Child. Peru.
of
on
the
church
vestry
Congregational
J W.t'oUb, Buckfleld.
two
at
half
afternoon
past
Tuesday
Georjre P. Fox, Porter.
o'clock. AM are cordially invited. Th»
Burt W. Goodwin, Mexico.
will
be
in
of
Mrs.
McHarry E. -Jordan, Bethel.
meeting
charge
Irving L. MerrlUeld, Hiram.
Whorter and Mrs Kouude.
Frank Mllle't, N >rwny.
A. G. Mort·»·, Watertord.
The pipe line of the water works is
A. A. Newell, Gllead.
being fixed up the whole distance from
W. A. Pau', Canton.
Mbert II. Itues, Woodstock.
the village to Cooper Spring dam. Two
Marcus M. Sm.rt, Fr>iliurg.
water ways of 12 inch iron pipe have
A. l>. Thayer, Oxford.
been put in on the 1» >ger Sumuor lot and
Judge C »rnish gave a very full and
Ktiwartls A Starbird lot, carrying the
c'e.ir charge to the grand jury, not only
wafer under the pipe line so it will not
explaining the nature of the duties
wash the tilling ou the main.
winch they would have to pei form, but
The ladies of the Haptist church will also the routine of their procedure in
hold their annual sale of food, vegeta detail. He was careful to slate distinctbles, caudies, aprons, fancy and miscel- ly that they would have to be iu attendlaneous articles in the church vestry ance again at the term on the second
Thursday afternoon and evening. Oct. Tuesday of March, a fact which is fre20. Sale to begin promptly at 2 P. M. quently left for the grand jury to find
During the evening sale the following out by some other means if they happeu
t·».
programme will be interspersed:
None of the grand jurors asked to be
1. « »rche*tra.
2. Male (juaru-t.
Of ttie traverse jurors, ooe
excused
Mise Amv Haydeu.
3. Κ-Η'ΙΙηχ,
had already been excused by reason of
«. Sol >,
Mrs. Wilson.
5. Orchestra.
having served on the jury within the
M sic Quartet.
t>.
t'tue specified in the statute, aud Charles
>Mss Grace Dean.
7. Violin Solo,
was excused
by the
.Mis* Amv llaviteo. W. Day of Stow
S. Keailtni;,
Marshall Spring of Hiram was
s.
court.
Arthur Mar*toil
Solo,
1'). Orclieotra.
excused on a physician's certificate of
It will cost you uothius; to get in disability. This is au unusually small
though we hope it may cost you some- number of requests for excuse.
The traverse juries as empaneled were
thing before you get out. Everybody
as follows:
invited.

Ν G. Elder visited her sister,
John Small has just harvested an extra
Τ tiarland. in Portland last
good crop of yellow coru.
Music
Maine
the
attended
and
„eek.
Mr. ami Mrs. Sanford Brown attended
PMtival.
the world1» fair at Waterford.
Alien wnu ner mum
Mr* Γ. A
J. H Clark, who is in feeble health,
da-nihrer started Wednesday morning
fur Κ verside. Calif·, where she is to was in Portland last week to cousult a
mike her home hereaiter with her physician.
Mrs

M-s

ting and proper.

^

THE SEALSHIPT OYSTER SYSTEM

For Sale !

Day

■

orrice.
^,ρτΗ roll «■*'«

SEE!!

NOWAY.

of C.

Penley of Sooth Pari· ▼·. Winifred I
was in town
Penley, there vu » hearing on tht
Friday.
OCTOBXB TERM, 1910,
money matter·, Mr». Penley not oppoa
Good Cheer meeting
Wednesday ο f Hod. Leslie C. Cornish,
Ing the divorce. Judge Cornlah •ward
this week at 2 o'clock for work.
Juttice Presiding ed Mrs.
Penley 1460 In lieu of alimony
Charles F. Whitman,
Clerk
The Delta Alphas will meet with Mia
Wright for llhelant; Wheeler for libelee
Dana Small,
Stenographer
Myrtle Buck next Thursday evening.
CRIMINAL BU8INKS8.
Ralph T. Parker,
County Attorney
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Brooke ο
Hiram R. Hubbard,
Sheriff
Maurice R. Fogg of Eaat Sunmer, it 1
L >vell have been in town for a few
Crier whose case exceptions were recently
days W. A. Bickuell,
W. A. Barrowe,
Messenger overruled by the law court, was brongh
Miss Dorothy Marston of Audover ii
Walter L. Gray,
Librarian, in Wednesday and committed to jail U >
a guest iu the
family of her brother, S
M. Marston.
A quiet week the first week of court begin his sentence of four months anc >
bas been. The civil docket has been 1400 fine. Thursday his attorney, W. H
Mrs. Ε. X. Anderson goee this week ti
cleaned up, with a total of one trial, and Gulliver of Portland, came to Paris am 1
considered undertaking to release hint
Gorham, Χ. Η
for a visit with ok the decks are cleared for the
disposition
friends and neighbors.
of the criminal business, oo which work on a writ of habeas corpus, but the mat
ter was dropped.
Mrs. Geo. W Bryant has been visitinf begins Monday morning and will con-

where you

MAINE.

NORWAY,

CASTORIA For Infants ami Children.
Tli Kill Yu Hro Ataij» Bratkf

Bears the

Signature
of

can

find all kin.Is of footwear.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolepl^ane

<v.

11Β·8.

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

A KING K1NE0 RANGE.

THE LAND OF
PUZZLEDOM.

1086.—Transposition.

across

the

near

blllygoat of years matur·
That pasture did contain.
And woe unto the luckless wight
Who trenched on hi· domain!

A

farmer, happening along
At end of second round.
Came to the PRIMAL, else that goat
With victory had been crowned.

A

(21 lnij|M

Since then whene'er he ventures forth
He shuns that creature's path.
He'll walk an extra dozen miles
To be FINAL from his wrath.

for you.

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.
Building,

New Baxter

INSURANCE,

PORTLAND,

me.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

STANDARD
SEWING

The

love.

name

of

a

gem

I

am

the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid

are other

makes, but Paroid is the best

Roofing.

There

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.
PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

in our lines

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders1 Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Linseed Oil,
Floor4Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
paints include Impervious, Heath λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

House Paints,
Barn Paints,

Our

Paroid Roofing -The beet of all roofings.
try imitations.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

The kind that lasts.
KeguUr sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen clotb, spring hinges, Ac.

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make

Wheelbarrows—We

have

a

nd Electrical

Telephone

to

order.

Call and

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—We

oest for automobiles and

see

them.

sell "Columbia Ignition batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM &
South

SON,

Paris.

kill™· couch

tm)

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
wi™

FOR

AMD ALL THROAT AHD LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OB MONEY MJUNDED.

Picture Frames

Merritt Welch

and Pictures,

LINEN CRASH
for towels,

Mats, Mirrors

little crying baby gtrl lying helpless
He took ber up affecon the moss.
tionately into his arms, and suddeuly
|i seemed to grow lighter about him.
and before long be found again the
way which be had lost.
Early the following day he had a
nursegirl found, to whom he Intrusted the little foundliug and gave orders thai she should be brought up In

Just like his own daughWhen the four girls hud grown
ters.
up every one wondered at the beautiit
ful silken hair of the orphan child

every

way

tomatoes

as

ITALIAN

STEW.

4

and slice about fifteen tart,
them over the fire with
a cup of sugar, and a fourth a cup of
and
let simmer, stirring ocbutter, cover
casionally until softeued, then remove
the cover and let simmer till quite dry.
Meantime cut bread in slices one-fourth
an inch thick; trim these to make finger
shapes an inch wide and three inches
ME THK OHPUA.N CHILD
long; fry these in butter, first ou one Ί BEO TOD GIVE
FOK MV WIFE."
side and then on the other (about twenty-four sippets will be needed.) Set that they could. Mut the youngest of
these, one overlapping another, in a dish Hi»* klug's daughters, w ho was not only
of suitable size and depth; turn the apas beautiful, but as good as her dead
ple into the centre and finish with four lumber bad been, tried to uiake up for
be
these
in
the
may
centre;
sippets
and
malice and kissed
poiuted at one end, brushed over with her sister's
child.
forest
tlie
comforted
in
here
are
and
of
white
suuiuier
Ûve
What
fine-chopped
sj>ort8
dipped
egg
About lliis time the sou of a neighpistachio nuts. Serve hot as a dessert
re μ re se u ted by pictures?
dish at luncheon or dinner.
boring king, a noble and high spirited
youth, came to pay the king a visit
CAIIAMKL CU9TARD.
No. 1090.—Concealed Word Square.
Long before It had lieen arranged that
(One word is concealed in each couplet.)
Cook half a cup of sugar to caramel;
should marry one of ibe priucesses.
he
1. The mouse did give me such a scare
let
simmer
aud
add half a cup of water
I'll set a trap, 1 do declare.
been decided which.
to a thick, smooth syrup. Beat four but it had not
adorned themselves with cost1 My book tells of u Roman knight
egge, or, better still, two eggs and four They all
Who went forth eager for the tight.
extra yolks; add one-fourth cup of sugar ly-robes. with «old and diamonds, all
and half a teaspoonful of salt aud beat except I he orphan child, who greeted
3. Whose cap?
O. Larry's, you might
add the caramel syrup aud two
again;
him in the everyday clothes in which
know!
cups of rich milk; mix all together she used to go about.
He always likes to make a show.
thora mold,
turn
into
and
thoroughly
Hut when he had seen them all the
4. What caused those boys to disappear?
oughly buttered and dredged with
the king and said.
I calmly said. "I'm agent here."
granulated sugar. Let bake on several prince addressed
folds of paper and surrounded by boil- "I know, your majesty, that your
6. I dare say everybody knows
ing water until firm in the center. Serve daughters are all beautiful and good,
The game I'm going to propose.
child
cold, turned from the mold.
but I beg you give me the orphan
—St. Nicholas.
core

for my wife."
W'beu the chosen maiden heard or
this she cast down her eyes shyly and
her face
a wave of crimson covered
arms
The youngest princess threw her
her lu her
with
and
her
rejoiced
about
But the older princesses
happiness

APRICOT DA VARIA Ν CREAM.

Prese enough cooked apricots, flesh
am
and juice, through a sieve to make one
cup and a half; add half a cup of sugar
—more if the fruit has not been previousMy ΐυ. 1, 4 is a domestic auimai.
Soften one table* pjonful
My 8, 3. 2. 7 is the rubber edge of a ly sweetened.
and a half of gelatine in one-third a cup
wheel.
of cold water and dissolve by setting the
My 5. U. ti is a masculine pronoun.
dish of gelatine in boiling water. When
dissolved stir into the apricot mixture.
Set the whole into a dish of water and
No. 1092.—Mixed Syllables.
Wlieu the following syllables are bits of ice and stir until he mixture bethen fold in une cup and
correctly arrangi-d four two-syllable gins to thicken,
Turn the
a half of cream, beaten firm.
words will be formed. No syllable is
mixture into a mold aud, when chilled
to be used more thau ouce:
and firm, set the mold an ins ant in hot
tluin-be-fer-hups-lieve-ble-of-|>er.
water—the water should reach on the
outside, to the height of the cream on
When is a sick man a contradiction? the inside; unmold on a fiat dish, sprinkle
with fine chopped pistachio nuts and
When he is an impatient patieut.
The recipe will serve
serve at once.

turned yellow with Jealousy.
When

green

MRS.

STORK'S

CAKE.

rose

had

high In the

aud

the

heavens

the ground with a broken heart.
The prince was sad and with his
own bauds dug her grave under a rose
The enmary bush in the gardeu.
vious sisters were glad aud. laughing
together, tossed the long blond locks
The wind
of hair out the window.
to

MARUl'ERITKS.

Roil one cup of sugar and half a cup
No. 1078.—Charade: Spriug. time; of water to 240 degrees Fahr. or until it
will spin a thread two iuclie* in length.
sprlugtime.
Add five marshmallows, cut in small
1070.
No.
Curtailings: 1. Maple,
pieces, and let stand on the back of the
map: pants, pan: seal. sea.
rauge a moment, to melt the picces of
No. 1080.—Illustrated Numerical En- marsbmallow. Pour in a fine stream on
igma: "Pity is the virtue of the law, the whites of two eggs, beaten dry, beatAdd two
and none but tyrants use It cruelly," ing constantly meanwhile.
one cup of
Words Pictured: Cue, wrist, lute, vis- tsblespoonfuls of coconnut,
walnut meats and a teaspoonitor, hand, cruet, paint, ye, tuuuy, bot- chopped
ful of vanilla. Dispose on choice crackshell,
fay.
tle,
ers and set into a moderate oven until
No. 10S1.—CHtmide: Wind, oh—win- the mixture is lightly colored. Serve in
dow.
the place of cake or cookies.
No.
10S2.—Zigzag Puzzle: Horse.

evening

uioon

come

of
they stole secretly into the bedroom
the prince's choice aud with sharp
silkscissors cut off the sleeping girl's
She knew
en hair close to her head.
in a
nothing of It. for she was lost
But when she awoke
happy dream.
In the morning and looked into the
mirror she was so startled that she fell

eight people.

2. The

and picked them up and carried
them far away, strewing them over
bills and through valleys.
The wicked sisters did not win the
prince's love and before loug died ol
disappointment. The youngest sister
married the prince and lived happily
came

with him.
Tills was all many hundreds of years
ago. but in the hills and valleys there
still grow the dainty little plants
which the wind sowed and which are
Some peo
; called "the maidenhair"
pie In some "I the nine kingdoms who
the story
give the
have forgotten

Crosswords: lint, cot. far. ash. eel.
Beat half a cup of butter to a cream;
No. 1083.—Juiubled Proverbs: 1. Cut
gradually beat in one cup and threeyour coat according to your cloth. 2. fourths of sugar; add, alternately, one
ROLLER
A little rain lays much dust. 3. Better cup of cold water and three cups of siftDISH
ed pastry fiour, sifted again with three
late than never.
filant otiiei names, hut that is uot
No. 1084.—Hidden Fish: Shad, pike, slightly rounding teaspoonfuls of baking
nt least know bet
GLASS
the whites of four right, and now you
add
Lastly,
powder.
shark, herrlnjr. black, sun.
beaten dry, and beat the whole ter Chicago Tribune.
eggs,
at 7c, 10c, and 12c per yd.
Bake in a shallow pan.
You are not experimenting on yourself thoroughly.
Make a boiled frosting of one cup of
Theee are the beet that can be bought when
I Love My Love With an A.
you take Chamberlain's Cough
a enp of water and the
one-fourth
sugar,
for these pricee.
The chiU'.ren sit in a circle. One beRemedy for a cold as that preparation white of one egg. Tint three or four
bas won its great reputation and extenof the frosting with an gins: "I love my love with an A. be
sive sale by ita remarkable cures of tablespooufuls
I admire lier
Cover the cause she Is amiable.
ounce of melted chocolate.
colds, and can always be depended upon. bottom of the cake with the white frost- Ixvause she is artless. I gave her a
a
It ia equally valuable for adulte and
124 Main Street,
ing, and with pastry bag and tube with bouquet of azaleas."
children and may be given to young chilThe second says: "I love m.v love
MAINE. dren with implicit confidence as it con- small round poiut form linea of the
i NORWAY,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
lark chocolate across the longest way of with a B. because she Is benevolent. I
Sold by all
tains no harmful drug.
the
the cake. At once, before
frosting admire her because she is beautiful. I
dealers.
tiardens, draw a silver knife down gave her a
bouquet or bluebells."
the
from
the
top to
frosting,
A vory common inquiry of sea cap- through
Ka< h Utile girl In turn "loves her
Delivered at any station on the tains Is: "Where is tbe nearest land?" :he bottom, then turn and draw the
thus alphabetically always lovGrand Trunk between Berlin and One harassed captain on being asked this Knife from the bottom to the top—turn love."
SOUTH PARIS. Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
and draw from the top to the bot- ing and admiring her In words which
Nichols St..
question for about the fiftieth time igain
:om— continue in the same way across 1:'■!'!ii with the letter falling tq her lot.
pointed over the vessel's side and bland- :he fall
M. DAY,
Tliis game is so old and well known
length of the cake. The spaces
the neareat land is
"Madame,
ly
replied:
Bryant's Pond, Me.
Mtween the lines thus formed should be that we d·» not think it necessary to
at tbe bottom of tbe sea."
ibuut one inoh and a half.
rive il in detail, but our young readers
Many requests from Catarrh sufferers
I HAVE ON HAND
ROCKS (UIS8 BOWER.)
may be lulerestt d to hear that King
who use atomizers have caused us to put
B«*at one cup of butter to a cream; lames II.. his queen and court were
A FULL STOCK OF
new and cona
Cream
Balm,
up Liqnid
ON
beat in one cup and a half of often found (when he was I)uke of
m
venient form of Ely's Cream Balm, the I gradually
granulated sugar, three eggs, beaten York playing at "I love my love with
only remedy for Catarrh which can al- I vitbout
separating the whites and yolks, an A." etc.
ways be depended on. In power to alhen two cups and a half of sifted floor,
lay inflammation, to cleanse the clogged lifted
again with one teaspoonful of
The Queen and Her Attendant·.
air-passages, to promote free, natural
oda, one teaspoonful of cinnamon and
The players In this game are mjmbreathing, the two forms of Cream talf
a teaspoonful of cloves.
Lastly,
is
Cream
Balm
Balm are alike. Liquid
bered and sil In two rows, facing each
idd three-fourths a pound of
dates,
sold by all druggists for 75 cents, includand one ponnd of walnuts olh»r. The queen, at the head, calls
fine,
ibopped
Mailed
tube.
Bros.,
by Sly
ing spraying
weighed in the shell), broken in large any number. "It Is time for No.
Warren Street, New York.
to close out odd patterns and clean
>iecea. Drop from a teaspoon upon but- to start." at which that person starts.
ered baking sheets, to form rounds a "Bring him to me." The next one then
New maid—Please, mam, there's a
Bake in a quick Harts and tries to catch the first. They
up atock.
man at tbe door to collect on something 1 Ittle distance apart.
< ιτβη.
fez bought oo the installment plan.
must ruu dowu between the two rows,
Mistress—Ask him whether it's the
then round the whole party and back
PRESERVED PEARS.
brass
the
the
encyclopedia,
phonograph,
up the center to the queen. If the first
the
usual
in
Peel
and
fruit
tbe
the
or
the
quarter
;
t>ed,
piano,
sewing-machine.
Is caught he must stand behind the
aanner, place it in an earthen jar aftermust
Don't trifle with a cold is good advice ! t neasurlng it and oover it with half as queen's chair; If not, then No. 2
Can show you Suit Cases from 90c
Let it
take that place. When all are caught
for prudent men and women. It may be ! inch sugar as there was fruit.
to $7.00.
< tand overnight, then oook it in its own
rital In a case of a child. There ia
they follow the queen round the chairs,
Comer Main and Danforth
ng better than Chamberlain's Cough j uioe, slowly, for about three boars. A and when she claps her hands all rush
f
Etemedy for ooogbs and colds In obiidren. sw slices of lemoa may be added when for a seat The one left oat becomes
[t is safe aad sure. For sale by all f illlng the jars If desired.—Boston CookQUMD.
i ig School Magazine.
Maine. 1 lealers.
South Paris,

&

HAND TOWELS,

TOWELS,
TOWELS,
TOWELS,

Mouldings

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil specialty.

L M. TUFTS,

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

■

A Conditional Situation.
so stupid
If little Klrls were not
such fools
And little boys were not
teaching
any
And no one needed
school*.
There'd be no public grammar News
—Chicago
Lame back is one of the most common
few
forms of muscular rheumatism. A
applications of Chamberlain's L'nimen'
relief. For sale by all dealers
will
"Has your Inmband a strong will?"
"My dear! His will is incontestable."

plaster. A piece of flannel
with Chamberlain's Liniment I
and bound over on the sffected parts ie
onesuperior to a planter and coûte only
tenth as much. For sale by all dealers.
The beet

dampened

Tom—I'm goiug to ask your fatl>er

to-uight.

Tese— All right, dear, and I'll come to
in the
you at the hospital first thing

Biliouaness is due to a disordered condition of the stomach. Chamberlain's;
Tablets are especially a stomach medicine, especially intended to act on that
tone
organ; so cleanse it, atrengthen it,
and invigorate it, to regulate the liver I
and to banish biliousness positively and
effectually. For sale bv all dealers.

Too
Late!

Sts.,

NORWAY,

J.

MAINE.

1

-m

adjudged bankrupt, under the Act. 0f
wilting to Bankruptcy; that he hu dm·1!*

rendered all hi· property an·! rltthu
and has fully compiled with all the of irL+n.
of laid Acta and of the order* of requlW£!:tT
uun uwtmT
hie bankruptcy.
'<
Wherefore ne prays, that he
be
may
by the Court to have a full discharge iW,
frwsï·
debte provable against his «nute
bankruptcy Acte, except ouch debuunder mj
uire
m
law
from such discharge.
cepted Dy
bated tnls 23rd day of Sept.,
A. f>. laio.
WILLARD
G.

On this let
trailing the

A. D. υιό
M
foregoing petition, It UOrdered by the Court, that a
hiarlng t* hu
upon the saine on the 11th day of Sovâ
1610, before said Court at Portland, In mid D
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and Du
that
notice thereof l>e published In The
Democrat, a newspaper printed In «aid Otlor;
and that all known creditors, and other bUtrV.
ptrvjt»
In Interest, may appi Ar at the #ald time
U1
place, and «how cau*·. Η any they have, ww
the prayer of said petltlouer should
net i*
(iuned.
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall sen·! by mall to all known t^
ctM
Itora copies of said jietltlon and this
orltr, u
dressed to them at their placée of
re»Met« u
gtfttC'l
Witness the Hon. Clares» ε
Hale,
of the eald Court, and the seal thereof, at Ju!b
pon
land, In said District, on the Ht lay of Oct
A D 11*10.
·' Λ M ES Κ. H KW
'[ l. 8.1
ΕΥ, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order
thereon,
Attest IA M KH Κ. IIΚ WEY,

Bankrupt's Petition

In the

for

Discharge.

Banket. l'Ui&akrU^

o.
u*

STKVESS of Kumfonl, lB m·
Mat·.· ·.( Milnt u
respectfully reproH-ntu, tau'ot
the 'AHh day of Septembe· 1» >, he was deiv
adjudged bankrupt under the A t* of CoDirraj
relating to bankruptcy; that i.e ha- luly ιrender»· l all hl« property and rights of pronertv
and has fully complied with all the r· -iUlre'rVcu
of said Acts ami of the ornera of t.ouit totcMsi
nls bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that I»· n, y I* decreed
by the Court to have a full ·ιΐι·. :.a.r>fe from m
debts provable against his estate under uM
bankruptcy Acts, except such debt» a# »re ei
ceptcd liy law from such discharge
Dated this ltith day of Sent A. I). 1910.
THOMAS It. Sir.\ KXS, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟΧ
District of Maine, se.
On this 24thday of Sept., A. 1). ljl -,οη rtsd·
Ing the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing he Ltd
upon the same on the 4th day of Nov, A. d.
l'JlO, before sal-l Court at Portland, In eald DV
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, and iu;
notice thereof be published in The (xforl Ilea
ocrât, a newspaper printed In it ! IHetrlct, ml
that all known creditor», and othi r person* is
Interest, may appear at the eald tir·.·.· and plwe,
and show cause, If any they have, wbv u*
prayer of said petitioner shoul I not I* içrvci*!.

THOMAS
County of Oxford, and
salil District,
B.

<

The

VJ\S6

-.rea^
ne»
in u..
knows of deli
lies mostly and
Rout.

tender
perfection—her
pastrymade

lightness—her

Ohio
is
There

from

ii
is

—

ited

house

ourt.thutû

And It Is further Ordered bv the

Clerk shall send by mall to all known i-reditort
copies of said petition and thl» order, addressed

to them at their places of residence :is i-tated.
Witness the Hon. Clareni.e Hale, Jadfe
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the :itii day of Sett,
A. D. 1910.
JAMES K. IIKWEY, Clert.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEW Ε Y, Clerk.

only

I cate
Tell Flourhas no equal.
1
VV11.-- "--at—which -V, ito go
William
""
<
I Winter Wheat—w..the value
learned
5»

of

matter

To the Hon. CLARENCE Hale, Ju l,çe 0(
District Court of the Unite·! >tates fur
District of Maine :

Tell
"luck"
a marvel flaky.
cake
William
and Red
uses

—

THEREOT

Maine, es.
«lay of October,

district of

-.

cook
will be

■

l'KATT, Bank^

ORDER OF SOTICE

*

ï

Money and Keep in
Style by Reading McCill'i
and
Magazine
Using McCall Pattern

supply—enough
who have

Save

McCaû'i

MSOIL S MAGAZINE
V

The eald property le situated on the corner of
High and Gothic St*., and In 011c of the beet. If not
the beet location In the village. The hom*e ha·
been built but four yeare and le modern—having
furnace heat and hot anil cold water—the nLW
elty water—and bath room, and one of the best
Thle place ehould be eecn to l>e
baeemente.

appreciated.
address,

If intereeted pleafc call

on

or

McC-H Paticrci η ill ι·ϋ:.Μι

<.·*ν,ι

Portland, Me. I

.>

Wanted.

I Everybody

TRADE MARK·

promptly attended to. I alio bay
NORM Λ Ν Ν. Κ I.A IN,
Poultry.
Box 817, Norway, Maine.
32-lyr.
orders

Anyone «ending α sketch ami deicrlptlon mar
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention I» probably piiten'ahle. Commnnlcatlniia strictly ontldentlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta

Scientific Hmericati.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any RclentlUc Journal. Term», 93 a
year : four months, $L Sold by all newsdealera.

& Co.30·9™"·-'· Hew York
MUNN
Branch OflBce. 626 F BU Washington, D. CPARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

C1esr»rs end bcaatlflaa. tlr· hair.
l*romi.tci a luiurbi.t growth.
Never Falls to llrstore Gray
Il.ilr to lte Youthful Color.
Jt hair l-.iaig.
Curt* tcalp

fOc.and|l.n.'at Hjrijl

THE

MADE BY

patents.

Patent* taken through Munn & Co. receive
rptcial notice, without charte, lu the

I

Rubber Footwear

We need men to train In thriT w«k<. for μ»
sillon* paying #20 to #3'i weekly
Kmj w^rkΚγ'.τΙμ «·■ 1
Short hour*, (treat ilcmunt n> λ
"I"
fi-«' ·■■>*·
of
work.
Klve
«ar*KC
years

I

now.

18-23—2-23

perfcct organisation

I also pullets.

The making U supervised and inspected by men who have «pent
of Rubber Boots, Shoes
years in the making of the highest class

Live

Ask Your Dealer for MALDEN RUBBERS
They

are

mad· in all

style·, from Infant*' Ο ν
Hip Boots

Notice.

cri h or

to Men's

My wife, Hattle W. Kryant. having It ft

home at Locke's Mill» without iu-i<■««,
all pcreone from harboring her, or iiltln/
cre<llt on my account.

I

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS

A. H. BERRY SHOE GO.,

Portland, Me.

Γ

Siagla Subscription, $1.50;
Two Sabacrlptioai, $2.60 ;

a

Trip 50 cents.

as

to you,

IP'Subscription- taken at this office.

paid.

on

THE

the Maine farmer is forging right up
You can't do it my
to the front.
Please remember that
other way.

Α. Π. to 3 P. Π.
(Saturdays close at 1.15 P. M.
(Open through the noon hour.

NORWAY
OF

CO.,

NATIONAL

A. W. Walker & Son

BANK

NORWAY, MAINE.

make this

MAINE.

Toot health and life depend
the

Kidneys' working

time.
Farm
U.S.

US

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
By using a United States Separator.
They are

excretions,sodding pains,
swelling around eyes,
constipated bowels,
drowsiness, fever, rheumatio
pains. The best treatment

for these conditions is Dr.

Kennedy's Favorite Eeaetfy.

It removes the uric acid from
the system, the canst< of most
Kidney, Liver and Blood troubles. 35
years of success. Write Dr. David Ken.
nedy Co., Rondout, N. T., for free sample
bottle. Largo bottles $1.00 all druggists.

being

cream

oline

You

Grand Prize
The 1910

assures

Interlocking Style

U. S. SEPARATORS

the cleanest skimmer·, easiest running, most
ol easily washed and durable separator ever made.
are

Year in and year out
money, never

they

without a hitc^
We sell the·"

run

making trouble.

T. M. DAVIS. AQF»
Ί

a

anything

get

can

lia'*

the
small Garden Cultivator, and
s°°n
will
best th^re is made. You

a

want ά
r

Sulky

ma vert.

it.

in their busithe
big stock all
in the

specialty

Machinery line from a
to
Engine or Manure Spreader

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

properly. When

ont of order
yon have pains in the back,
L
brick dost deposits in the

money earnera,

US

a

We carry

ness.

all kinds of ladders.

DISEASE
KILLS.

...

I

Business (9

KIDNEY

upon

With the Modern

safety.

Hours :

MAD· ONLY BY

PARIS.

MAINE.

HEBRON',

41-42

are

consistent with

my

of club oilers.

We offer you good service, courtesy, liberality and stability and every accommodation

NONE BETTER.

prices

tor

Richard M. Wyman,

always preserved and returned
they serve as receipts for the amounts

the checks

send

subscribing

price-list

of business principles, all of
which are essential to success. It also affords a
convenient method for the payment of bills ; and

LUTHER TUCKER A. SON,
Albany. W. Y.

are

Before

understanding

will be mailed free on request. It will pay anybody interested in any wuy in country life to
lend for them. Adilruss the publishers :

you money because my
the lowest.

can save

prices

you who read this have never kept
bank account II not, let us suggest that you

You will find it helpful in
many ways. Aside from the fact that your money will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general

SPECIMEN COPIES

WEST

I

try the experiment.

Subscriptions, $6.60.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to BAISERS OF LAUGEli CLUBS.

Write for

ACCOUNT.

Possibly

KEEP VP WITH THE TIKES.

&

THE

CHECKING

WHO WISH TO

F. WILLIS

Magazine Bargains.

CONVENIENCE

INDISPENSABLE TO

L.

FOR

—

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS

Four Months' Trial

40 *

Last Chance

Leading Agricultural Journal of tie Worll

OF

<*'

CHKISTorilKK IIRViST

Sept. 2U, 1'JlO.

ADMITTEDLY TBS

FIto

poultry and cow- wanted.
GEORGE M. ELDER.

South Paris.

and Arctics.

1831

Every department written by specialists, the
highest authorities in their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compare with it
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Give· the agricultural NEWS with a degree
of completeness not even attempted by other·.

Portland 4uto lompM),
I'ortUn l. MalM

*11

FOR SALE.
Horse, good worker, lively driver.

in the rubber business control

ever

seen

The WILY Agficullural KWSpiptf,
Α1Π>

that goes into them
is as honest and dur·
able as the strictest
business integrity
can co;umand and
the biggest, most

Wearproof
Waterproof
We have

IMEN WANTED.

Every bit of material

Most Durable

ESTABLISHED

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

to save their liA<i>, RCv
METALS for me. Mi.

AND

BERS

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

securing

t :

·■

■

THt KiCALL COMPANY, 2391» 219 Wei 3 la St. ϋΠΙ M

Patents
free, oldest agency for

<.ur

»>u;i

η

—

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

sent

iuiii!·

v
jourvdf id rilildri n v.
Pre
IU Mj'le and fiL
c I'll is. Solid 1 ·Γ fr«-i· 1'ai.·
W» Will Cive Yoo fine PriMeti
(M-rlptiotiS allium; your fri"·!.
11
Premium ( atalo^ue and <

W. D. Clark,

St. Lawrence St.,

86

Suit Cases.

i.

I

S

.mvc
Mti
In said District, respectfully
the 26ih day of February, lattrepresent» ιS,
put, be wuaS

|

Bags,

W. 0. Frothingham,

For

».

A very desirable property in the prosper-1
ous village of South Paris, consisting of
house, stable and an extra building lot.

—

noth-1

m

gestion and constipation. A large
K)ttle, 35 cents at all dealers.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

—

Chas. F. Ridlon,

\Have

to shut the
door when
the chickens
have
"
"
lown. A dose of the true L. F.
Atwood's Bitters taken in time has
iftved thousands from serious illness
^is a result of neglected colds, indi-

tn
,0

Suie.'
tHr^urt
(i PRATT or
RumfoM
W1LLAKD
of
Oxford. and su% οί
Çonntr
0)

Oil Company
Standard (bcacpotrntod)

morning.

™

!

Bankrupt.)

Is Invaluable in Its
refilling.
nine nours
mediately st work. It will burn for
and s cool handle. An Indicator
smokeless snd odorless. It bas s damper top
the font.
aiwsys shows the amount of oil in
which prevents the
It has an antomatfe-loeklag flame spreader to remove snd drop
snd is easy
wick from being turned high enough to smoke,
in an instant.
bsck so that the wick can be cleaned
and can be quickly
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged,
or nickel, strong, durable, well·
unscrewed for rewicking. Finlahed in japan
snd ornsmentsl.
msde, bnilt for service, snd yet light
mitt for dtscripiwt circular
Dtoltri Bvtrywktr*. // not at jours,
H Ikt Mamt agney of tht

see

οΪκίΖΓ"

for

To the Hon. Clarence Hale j0,i~
of the Dnlted

Absolutefy smokeless and odorless
lm·
Apply a match andIt itIsissafe,
capacity of quickly giving heat. without

give

CONVENIENT.
WELL MADE.
SERVICEABLE.
UP-TO-DATE.

Harness,
Blankets,
Fly Nets,
Trunks,

breakfast before the stove la radiating
from
heat can get immediate warmth
turn it off.
an oM heater, and then
The girl who practicea on the piano
can
in a cold room in the morning
while
have warmth from an oil heater
sheplays, and then turn it off.
The member of the family who
has to walk the floor on a cold winter's night with a restless baby can get
and
temporary heat with an oil heater,
then turn it off. The

heeded.

Merritt Welch,

V

Carpets

given

THE FOLDING
APPLE LADDER!

43tf

the many ways in
Did you ever stop to think
want to sleep with your winIf
?
value
you
of
la
perfect oil heater
heat from an oil heater
sufficient
can
get
dow open in winter, you
it off. Apply a match
turn
then
while you undrese at night, and
out of
in the morning, when you get
dress.
while
heat
you
have
bed,and you
an
eat
to
early
have
Those who

become reg
Individual uames and soon
Whenever the purrots de
ular |K*rs.
the
rlie forest mid alight on
sen
of the jun
.spaces
the
in
open
ground
their action>
glc the natives recognize
au
Impending
as
.sure warning of
inearthquake. American engineers
that se
dorse this beiiet and assert
have been
rious accidents which might
the wurn
averted have resulted when
but uuing of tile birds was Doted,

High Grade Portrait Work
in

arc

a

Bankrupt's Petition

in the muter of
WILLARD β. PRATT.

For Sale.

dry apples; put

No. 1091.—Enigma.
I uni composed of teu letters and
au important school study.

Quickly
Temporary Heat
which
of

Write for liberal sample to
*HE "LF." MEDICINE CO.. Portland. Me

SIMPLE APPLE CHARLOTTE.

Pare,

they
of engineers that the birds

[

To one pint of liquid, drained from
boiled rice, add one cup of tomato
puree and one cup of broth. Chicken
broth is the best, but any broth will
If not already flavored, cook
answer.
half an onion and two stalks of celery,
cut flue, in two or three tablespooufuls
of butter until lightly browned; add
the tomato and broth and let simmer
ten minutes, then strain into the rice.

Heat three tablespoonfuls of olive oil
in a stew pan; add an onion, cut in thin
slices, and stir and cook to a golden
brown color, then add one can of tomatoes, a teaspoonful of salt, half a teaspoonful of pepper and a teaspoonful of
sugar; when hot add four potatoes,
pared and cut in small cubes, parboiled,
drained, rinsed in cold water and drained
again and let simmer until the potatoes
are tender; add one can of peas (carefully drained) and half a can of small
button mushrooms and let heat to the
boiling point; add such additional seasoning as is needed and serve at once.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 1077.—Kiddies: 1. Rooks.
letter E. 3. The mouth.

C8lSs * JSSlL

He could uot think wliut he
bliu.
should do. Tired and anxious, be let
his horse carry him on farther with
out guidance until at last be came to
Tbere
u stop beside a gurgling brook.
be heurd suddenly somewhere near
hlui the sound of a little child crying,
ne weut toward the sound aud saw α

Peel as many good sized
there are person* to be served and cut
the tomatoes in pieces; for six tomatoes
add three green peppers, cut in thin huug down to her ankles, aud her eyes,
rings (dibcard the seeds) or chopped, and uxi. were so wonderful, so big and
a small onion, peeled and sliced thin or black, thai in all the nine kingdoms no
share.
With you I go just everywhere.
chopped. Add also a tablespoonful of I more beautiful hair or eyes could be
And my whole you'll be when you shed tine-chopped parsley, a teaspoonful^ of
seen.
your Are.
salt and a dash of paprika. Let sim—Touth's Companion.
When the two older princess s norather thick.
mer until smooth and
and wonder of all
Have ready rounds or squares of well- ticed the admiration
toasted bread; spread the toast with the people for the foundling they were
No. 1088.—Decapitation.
When life goes ONE like a song
butter, above set a spoonful of the cook- tilled with envy.
And your hopvs ure rosy red
ed tomato and finish each slice with a
"Why does the beggar girl need such
Keep your faithful eye
carefully poached egg.
hair?" they said, aud they
beautiful
On the changeful sky
SOUP.
RICE
the poor girl In every way
ECONOMICAL
tormented
storm
ahead.
the
watch
for
And

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.

love.

lug boru. but only the echo answered

TOAST.

IL
I'm the end of earth and first of heaven;
I'm tt part of yeast and a part of leaven;
I'm a half of pepper, but no sting I bear.
While In good peas porridge I havo my

ess

Roofing, Shingles,

same

Bur dearest of all to him were bis
three daughters.
One day wbile be was buutiug in the
forest the good king lost bis way. It
grew darker and darker about him
without bis being able to And a path,
lie blew a powerful bluet on his bunt-

over tomato sauce to cover
and a half wi 1 be

SPANISH

you'll And above.

South Paris.

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

paid (heir affection with the

needed)
(about a cup
and sprinkle with grated cheese. Set
cheese.
melt
the
to
oven
in
the
the dishes
I'm not in noise, though 1 help a din;
Serve as the hot dish at supper or
I help to fall, also to win;
luncheon. Serve st the same time a
A part of apple, naught am 1 of fruit;
a dish of apple
green vegetable salad or
Important to man. I'm still In mute;
Two
The salad is preferable.
sauce.
In boat 1 go, never in ship or car;
or three tablespoon fuis of cheese may be
In land and nation I go quite far;
the
eggs.
Though in dear 1 dwell, I'm no part of added to the mixture with

W. J. WHEELER & CO.

Lumber

Once upon a time tbere was a mighty
king who ruled over nine lands. His
eubjects loved him dearly, and be re-

1.

No. 1089.—Sports Puzzle.

Send for Catalogue.

L. S. BILLINGS

BATTER.

ITALIENNE.
Pot half a cup of milk and one-fourth
a cup of butter over the Are; when the
milk is scalded, sift In half η cup of
flour and stir constantly υ m U the
mixture becomes a smooth mass, then
turn into a mixing bowl; break in one
when the egg
egg, beat thoroughly and,
is smoothly blended with the other ingredients, add the yolk of an egg and
again beat the mass until smooth. Have
a quart of water containing a teaspoonful of salt boiling over the fiie. Drop
into the
the batter by teaspoonfuls
water and let boil gently for about ten
minute*; then remove to a cloth with a
skimmer and set in buttered earthen

dishes; pour

When the storm rolls round about
And you TWO for the day of yore
Keep a cheerful heart
And do your part.
And the sun will shine once more.

MACHINES.

HI

farta. Me.

Recipes.

No. 1087.—Enigmas.

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
entire advertisement to Hobbs' Variety
this
of
Store, Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,
Kineo
at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Ask
FREE.
your
at
valued
$60.00,
Range,
friends to begin to save this advertisement

mk

U »oilclWd. Address
Column, Oxford Democrat, South

GNOCCHIS

lot

pasture
Instead of going round,
Nor dreamt of danger lurking
Until the same he found.

Block,

of Interest to tbelactte*
Correspondence on topic·
Editor ΗοΜΗΛΜίιβ
:

FRITTER

He cut

Pythian

STORY OF THE
FOREST CHILD.

No. 1085.—Word 8quaro.
Sift together tbree-fourtbe * oup of
a
My first is a color. My second Is
flour ana half a teaepoonfal of salt;
a
siu
is
third
moon.
the
for
My
name
break io one egg, add milk gradually
gle whole thing. My fourth is what and beat to a smooth batter. Use In
all half a cup uf milk. Set a«ide In a
Lucy does with her diuner.
oool place until ready to use.
No.

SOUTH PARIS,

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

The Parrots of Mexico.
was Id
What the wild pigeon once
to the Doited States
numbers
of
point
of color
the purrot. of varying shades
Flights
and ail sizes, is to old Mexico.
darken (be
of these birds frequently
and
midday sun In the hoi country,
the camps
become so rame around

lor your fall
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plowing.

You can do
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your plowing much
deal easier with one then you
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can
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